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Abstract
This dissertation investigates the factors that control beach surface moisture dynamics.
The study consists of a suite of laboratory and field experiments to document, analyze, and
model the role of the key input parameters (groundwater table fluctuations, capillary actions
(i.e., moisture retention, hysteresis, and hydraulic conductivity), evaporation-condensation, and
sediment size) on the spatio-temporal variability of beach surface moisture content.
Results from the laboratory experiments demonstrated that the capillary processes of
hysteresis and hydraulic conductivity heavily influence the spatial and temporal dynamics of
beach moisture. Additionally, different sediment grain sizes produced marked differences in
capillary processes within the sediment column, under the same hydrological conditions.
Analysis of evaporation dynamics reveals that evaporation from the beach surface
differs dramatically from that of a free water surface. Initially, evaporation of moisture occurs
almost entirely at the surface layer and at a rate that approximates the potential evaporation
rate. However, after this time period the rate of evaporation at the upper surface layer
stabilizes and remains approximately constant and the sub-surface layer becomes the dominant
source of moisture for evaporation.
Field measurements of surface moisture content demonstrated that spatially the beach
surface can be characterized by three moisture-content zones: a consistently dry back beach
zone, a variable content zone, and finally a persistently wet fore beach zone. Temporally,
moisture contents varied over both short-term (daily) and long-term (multi-day) sequences.
Over the short-term, diurnal fluctuations in the groundwater table played a significant role in
influencing surface moisture across the wet and variable-content zones, whereas evaporation
vii

and condensation processes were the dominant factors in the dry zone. Over the longer term,
variations in the lunar spring/neap tidal range produced distinct changes in the range of
moisture contents, as it regulated the amplitude of the beach groundwater table over multi-day
time scales.
Modeling of surface moisture content demonstrated that a hysteresis based modeling
approach provides a quite accurate and thorough representation of field-measured beach
surface moisture dynamics. Simulations revealed that the inclusion of evaporation only
influences predicted surface moisture contents across the dry back beach, whereas simulations
across the wet fore beach and moisture variable middle beach are virtually unchanged by the
inclusion of evaporation.
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Chapter 1 -- Introduction
1.1 Project Context
The surface moisture content of soils is widely recognized as a critical parameter
influencing a broad range of physical environmental phenomena occurring at or near the land
surface. It is considered to be an important factor influencing earth-atmospheric energy fluxes
(Bosilovich and Sun, 1998; Eltahir, 1998; Wythers et al., 1999; Chen and Hu, 2004), and it is a
fundamental component regulating the terrestrial hydrological cycle (Gardner and McLaren,
1999; Olyphant, 2003). Additionally, it is an important element influencing the soil temperature
regime (Abu-Hamdeh, 2003), which profoundly affects seed germination and plant growth
(Hesp, 1991; Barrilleaux and Grace, 2000). Of particular concern in the context of the present
study, surface moisture is an important, but poorly understood, factor that affects the
operation of aeolian sediment transport systems by limiting the frequency and magnitude of
sediment transport events from beach to dune (Sherman et al., 1998; Wiggs et al., 2004a,b;
Davidson-Arnott et al., 2005; Ravi et al., 2006).
The movement of sand by wind is the primary mechanism responsible for delivering
sediment from beach to dune (Bauer et al., 1990; Sherman and Bauer, 1993; Arens, 1996; Bauer
and Davidson-Arnott, 2002; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2008; Hugenholtz et al., 2009). Beach
surface moisture represents a critical control on the interconnection between these subenvironments, and on coastal dune development over time (Short and Hesp, 1982, Psuty, 1988,
Sherman and Bauer, 1993; Sherman and Lyons, 1994; Davidson-Arnott and Dawson, 2001;
Bauer and Davidson-Arnott, 2002; Aagaard et al., 2004; Houser, 2009). A key uncertainty in
modeling beach-dune interaction lies in the representation of spatial and temporal variations in
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beach surface moisture content (Jackson and Nordstrom, 1997; Wiggs et al., 2004b; Yang and
Davidson-Arnott, 2005; McKenna Neuman and Langston, 2006; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al.,
2010). This is in large part due to the fact that these variations are controlled by complex
interactions between a suite of hydrological, meteorological, and sedimentary parameters that
include precipitation, groundwater flow, capillary transport, evaporation, condensation, soil
grain size, and tidal oscillations (Figure 1.1). This study will address this gap in knowledge
through a set of field and laboratory experiments designed to identify and quantify the role of
these variables in influencing the surface moisture content of beach environments.
A small number of recent studies have mapped spatial and temporal variations in beach
surface moisture content in varying degrees of detail (Atherton et al., 2001; Wiggs et al., 2004b;
Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; Zhu, 2007; Bauer et al., 2009; Namikas et al., 2010). The basic
spatial pattern that emerges from these reports is a cross-shore gradient with surface moisture
levels typically at or near saturation adjacent to the swash zone and decreasing in the landward
direction to become nearly or fully dry approaching the base of the foredune (Figure 1.2). Zhu
(2007) and Namikas et al. (2010) documented the temporal evolution of surface moisture
distributions over periods of a few days. It was found that surface moisture could be
characterized in terms of three distinct zones. The first zone is a wet fore beach zone adjacent
to the swash zone where moisture levels remain consistently at saturated/near-saturated levels
where water table depths are very shallow (the relationship is comparable to that of diagram C
in Figure 1.3). Second is a dry zone found on the backbeach next to the foredune. Here
moisture levels are consistently low due to relatively deep water table depths (> than 1 m) and
small fluctuations in the water table (comparable to diagram A in Figure 1.3). The third zone is a
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Figure 1.1: Key processes and parameters that control beach surface moisture dynamics.

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the changes in the spatial coverage of the cross-shore
moisture zones.
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highly variable zone that lies within the middle beach between the wet and dry zones. Here
moisture levels fluctuate widely in accordance with variations in water table depth and
oscillation (comparable with diagram B in Figure 1.3). Aeolian transport is primarily restricted to
the dry zone and portions of the variable zone that periodically experience low moisture levels.
An understanding of the dynamics of these zones is vital to determining the available source
area and fetch width for sediment transport, and for modeling transport at intermediate or
larger spatial scales (Bauer and Davidson-Arnott, 2002; Bauer et al., 2009).
Accurate modeling of surface moisture content requires an understanding of more
precise relationships describing the interactions between the controlling processes and
parameters and their influence on beach surface moisture dynamics than are currently
available. In response, this dissertation aims to improve our understanding of the spatiotemporal variability in surficial moisture generated by these processes.

1.2 Research Objectives
This study involves a suite of field and laboratory experiments designed to accomplish
the following specific research objectives:
1) Document and model the influence of capillary flows driven by an oscillating water
table on surface moisture dynamics
2) Identify the role of evaporation and condensation on surface moisture dynamics
3) Analyze the influence that different sediment grain sizes have on capillary processes
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustrations of the relationship between surface moisture dynamics, soil matric potential (pressure head) and
the soil moisture retention curve during high and low water table conditions in the beach environment: (a) the back beach; (b) the
middle beach; (c) the fore beach. Solid line illustrates the moisture retention curve at high water whereas the dashed line represents
the moisture retention curve at low water.
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1.3 Research Needs
1.3.1 Capillary Water Flow
The beach groundwater system is strongly influenced by tidal cycles, which generate
cyclic fluctuations in the elevation of the beach water table. This causes corresponding shifts in
the capillary zone above the water table and in the vertical profile of sediment moisture
content above the water table (Raubenheimer et al., 1999; Stauffer and Kinzelbach, 2001; Zhu
2007). As beach environments often have very shallow water table depths (centimeters to a
few meters), the zone above the groundwater table influenced by capillary transport often
reaches portions of the beach surface (Atherton et al., 2001; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005;
McKenna Neuman and Langston, 2006; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010). Therefore, the
dynamics of the beach groundwater system may play a key role in regulating the status of
beach surface moisture (Atherton et al., 2001; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010).
In theory, the response of beach surface moisture content to beach groundwater
dynamics can be established based on knowledge of i) the moisture retention profile of the
sediment column, ii) depth of the water table, and iii) the magnitude and rate of water table
fluctuations (Raubenheimer et al., 1999; Ruz and Meur-Ferec, 2004; Chuang and Yeh, 2006;
Zhu, 2007). In reality, however, the hydrological dynamics of a beach system are rarely simple.
Capillary water flow within the sediment column tends to exhibit a non-linear, hysteretic
behavior as well as experience transient water flow time lags.
Hysteresis dictates that at any given pressure head, the equilibrium moisture content
level obtained by a drying soil is greater than that obtained by a wetting soil at the same
pressure head (Figure 1.4) (Raats and Gardner, 1974; Parlange, 1976). While hysteresis can
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Figure 1.4: Representation of hysteresis in capillary water flow illustrating the boundary wetting
(θw(h)) and drying (θd(h)) moisture retention curves.

occur due to several causes (i.e., air entrapment from restricted pore connectivity, pore contact
angle variations, etc.), Miller and Miller (1956) postulated that hysteresis effects arise due to
the greater capillary potential required to allow water entry into the soil pores during the
wetting process compared to the lower capillary potential required to empty the soil pores
during soil drying. Therefore, higher moisture content values are maintained at any given
pressure head value, during soil drying relative to soil wetting. Although this hysteresis effect
has long been recognized (Haines, 1930), there is debate in the literature regarding the need
for inclusion of hysteresis in modeling periodic unsaturated groundwater movement. Early
studies tended to disregard hysteresis effects for simple, homogeneous sediment systems such
as beach sand (e.g., Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962; Childs, 1969; Raats and Gardner, 1974;
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Kessler and Rubin, 1987). However, several recent studies have demonstrated that when
hysteresis is accounted for it is possible to obtain significantly improved simulations of
observed capillary water flow above a fluctuating water table (i.e., Hinz, 1998; Raubenheimer et
al., 1999; Nielsen and Perrochet, 2000; Werner and Lockington, 2003; Cartwright et al., 2005;
Cartwright et al., 2009). Thus, our understanding of the influence of hysteresis on beach surface
moisture dynamics remains incomplete.
Time-dependent signals in surface moisture content associated with the transient
nature of capillary water flow are poorly understood and have largely been ignored within the
literature. Conventionally, the rate of change within the moisture profile of the sediment
column is determined under steady-state conditions independent of the velocity at which the
water table fluctuates (Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962). This implies that moisture contents
correspond exactly and synchronously with the cyclic movement of the water table. In reality,
however, capillary water flows at a faster rate at higher water contents than it does at lower
water contents due to the increase in hydraulic conductivity (Childs, 1969; Raats and Gardner,
1974; Kool and Parker, 1987). Therefore, the moisture content at the surface may lag
significantly behind water table oscillations, and do so to a degree that increases both
proportionally and non-linearly with depth of the water table (Hinz, 1998). This phenomenon is
likely to have a very substantial impact on the temporal dynamics of beach surface moisture
content, and this impact should increase moving landward from the shoreline. As one moves
landward across the beach the water table becomes deeper and the surface moisture contents
decrease, producing slower capillary flows across larger distances and thus increasing the time
lag between water table position and surface moisture content.
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In summary, our understanding of beach surface moisture dynamics above an oscillating
water table includes at least two key sources of uncertainty: i) the magnitude of hysteresis
effects during periods of water table rise and fall, and ii) the time lags associated with transient
water flow. To date only a few studies have attempted to link oscillating groundwater dynamics
to variability in beach surface moisture content (i.e., Atherton et al., 2001; Zhu, 2007; Namikas
et al., 2010); and none of these studies incorporated hysteresis effects and transient water flow
dynamics in their analyses.

1.3.2 Evaporation and Condensation
The rate of evaporation from soil surfaces has traditionally been considered to
approximate the rate of evaporation from an open water surface, that is, potential evaporation
(Penman, 1948; Beese et al., 1977; Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991; van de Griend and Owe, 1994).
However, this approach becomes increasingly inaccurate as the soil surface dries. Evaporation
of moisture from the soil decreases the moisture content, which in turn reduces the rate of
actual evaporation from the soil surface, as water availability is increasingly restricted (Morton,
1985; Granger, 1989; Entekhabi et al., 1996; Wilson et al., 1997). This concept illustrates that
surface moisture and evaporation mutually influence one another. As a result, traditional
methods for calculating evaporation based on saturated soil conditions provide overestimates
of evaporation for soil surfaces, which are generally in a state of unsaturated moisture
conditions.
The actual rate soil evaporation is recognized to respond to surface moisture conditions
in three distinct stages: constant-rate stage; falling-rate stage; and low-rate stage (Figure 1.5)
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Figure 1.5: The relation between the rate of evaporation from a soil surface and moisture
content.

(Holmes, 1961; Ritchie, 1972; Idso et al., 1974; Monteith, 1981; Parlange and Katul, 1992;
Wilson et al., 1997; Aydin et al., 2005). Actual evaporation from a wet soil initially proceeds at a
constant-rate approximating the potential evaporation rate, until a surface moisture content
threshold is reached (typically field capacity). When this threshold is crossed, the actual rate of
evaporation starts to decrease, falling progressively further below the potential rate as the soil
surface becomes progressively drier. With time, the soil surface approaches an equilibrium with
the overlying atmosphere and the evaporation rate slows to a low-rate stage.
Moisture transfer in the soil occurs primarily in two phases, liquid and vapor (Philip and
de Vries, 1957). Therefore, soil can be classified into three distinct moisture layers; liquid, liquid
and vapor, and vapor, according to the phases in which moisture moves through them. The soil
layer in which moisture transfer occurs only in the liquid phase is associated with the "wet soil
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layer” (WSL), and that only in the vapor phase the "dry soil layer” (DSL). The soil layer in which
moisture moves in both phases, liquid and vapor, is associated with the "evaporative
transformation layer” (ETL) due to the phase transformation of liquid into vapor as a result of
evaporation mechanics. A conceptual model that combines the three stages of actual
evaporation rates with the development of the WSL, DSL, and ETL can illustrate the dynamics of
soil evaporation with time and depth, as follows (Figure 1.6).
1) Stage 1:
The process of soil surface evaporation in the first stage may be treated in the same way
as water surface evaporation. The sediment surface is completely saturated as the WSL extends
all the way to the sediment surface and therefore the ETL has a thickness that is near zero and
vaporization of moisture occurs entirely at the soil surface. Thus, actual evaporation proceeds
at a high, constant rate approximating the potential evaporation rate, which is controlled by
external atmospheric conditions (radiation, wind speed, air temperature, humidity, etc.).
2) Stage 2:
The second stage of evaporation is associated with a continual decline in the rate of
evaporation as the evaporative system transitions from being controlled by the atmosphere to
being limited by the soil moisture conditions of the sediment. The WSL has fallen below the soil
surface so that vaporization of moisture occurs not only at the surface but also within the soil.
Over time moisture availability within the ETL becomes increasing limited due to evaporative
drying, and thus the rate of vaporization will continue to decrease with time, which is the key
feature of falling-rate evaporation dynamics.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of the conceptual evaporative model
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3) Stage 3:
When moisture transfer through the soil consists entirely of vapor flux, the system
switches from the falling evaporation rate stage to a near-constant low rate, as a result of vapor
movement becoming the dominant mechanism of moisture transport through the DSL to the
sediment surface. According to Hillel (1971) and Campbell (1985), the evaporation rate within
the dry soil layer is reduced due the differences in the magnitudes of liquid water conductivity
and vapor conductivity at the bottom boundary of the DSL. Additionally, recent studies have
illustrated that ephemeral vaporization and condensation of atmospheric moisture occurs
within the DSL (Yamanaka et al., 1997; Yamanaka et al., 1998; Yamanaka and Yonetani, 1999);
outlining that the DSL acts as an evaporation zone during the day and a condensation zone in
early evening and overnight.
Based on the above model it is evident that the soil surface will experience different
evaporative mechanisms over time. For a deeper understanding of evaporation dynamics
during beach sediment drying, more detailed studies of the process of evaporation are
necessary and a better understanding of the development of the ETL, DSL, and WSL under field
conditions are needed.

1.3.3. Sediment Grain Size
The grain size characteristics of native beach sediment represent one of the most
important factors controlling the moisture retention properties, hysteresis, and hydraulic
conductivity of the sediment column (Terzaghi, 1943; Childs, 1969; Hillel 1971; Hillel 1980;
Hanks 1992; Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). These properties in turn influence the capillary
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dynamics of the beach hydrological system and thereby play a major role in influencing the
spatial and temporal dynamics of surface moisture.
The moisture retention properties of the sediment profile are a function of the soil
suction relative to a pressure head above the water table and the physical water content of an
unsaturated soil at that same pressure head (Childs and Collis-George, 1950; Brooks and Corey,
1964; van Genuchten, 1980). Soil suction arises due to the formation of curved water menisci at
the air–water interfaces within the soil pores. At a basic level the pores of a porous medium can
be idealized to function as capillary tubes and based on the capillary relation the relationship
between soil suction/pressure head (h) and soil moisture content can be established depending
upon the pore characteristics of the soil medium. A number of researchers have demonstrated
that these pore characteristics scale in direct proportion to the representative grain size (e.g.,
Gupta and Larson, 1979; Arya and Paris, 1981; Haverkamp and Parlange, 1986; Fredlund et al.,
1994; Aubertin et al., 2003). Therefore, sediment systems with contrasting grain sizes will
equilibrate at different moisture contents at any given height above the water table. The
relationship that develops dictates that the smaller the grain size of the soil material, the
greater the moisture retention of that soil will be at any particular suction magnitude. Thus
larger grained sediments will exhibit a lower moisture content value in comparison to finer
grain sediments at the same pressure head above the water table (Figure 1.7).
The moisture retention properties of the soil column are generally calculated under
steady-state linear one-dimensional capillary conditions (Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962).
However, capillary water flow of natural environments such as beaches tend to exhibit a nonlinear behavior due to hysteresis effects and variations in the hydraulic conductivity of
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Figure 1.7: Representation of the capillary moisture retention properties of the soil column for
different grain-sizes.

unsaturated soils. Since the classic work of Haines (1930), hysteresis in the moisture retention
relation during wetting-drying cycles has become accepted as a fundamental aspect of capillary
water flow behavior. Although hysteresis can occur due to several causes (i.e., air entrapment
from restricted pore connectivity, pore contact angle variations, etc.), Miller and Miller (1956)
postulated that hysteresis effects primarily arise because of the existence of different pore
structures within a soil medium. In general, a soil medium can be simply characterized by two
basic pore structures, the pore body and pore throat. Pore bodies are angular voids that are
interconnected through narrow pore throats (Nimmo, 2004). During a drying cycle higher
moisture contents are maintained at any given suction/pressure head relative to a wetting
cycle, because soil drainage is controlled by the narrow pore throats, which require lower
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suction/pressure head potential to empty. Conversely, rewetting of the soil requires increasing
the suction/pressure head potential high enough to allow water entry into the larger pore
bodies (Figure 1.8).
Since the hysteretic nature of capillary water during the wetting-drying cycles is a
function of the pore structure within the soil medium and the pore structure characteristics
scale in proportion to the representative grain size of the soil medium, it is possible to elucidate
the general control that grain size will have on hysteresis dynamics (Barbour, 1998). A number
of studies have illustrated that hysteresis effects decrease with increasing grain-size (e.g.,
Tokunaga et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004; Gallage and Uchimura, 2010). Gallage and Uchimura
(2010) suggested that the reasons for this behavior are the higher pore-volume and lower
suction potential of coarser-grained soils. In other words, soils with large pore sizes require a
smaller/larger suction (pressure head) value in order to commence desaturation/saturation of
the soil pores. There is then a faster rate of water exchange from the soil pores and thus a
decrease in the hysteretic effect.
In addition to hysteresis effects, variations in hydraulic conductivity have a profound
effect on the capillary water flow behavior of the sediment profile. Hydraulic conductivity is the
measure of a soil medium’s ability to transmit water through the interconnected voids of the
porous material (Hillel, 1971; Hanks, 1992). The flow of water through an unsaturated soil is
driven by a hydraulic gradient that occurs in the direction of increasing hydraulic potential, and
its rate is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the potential gradient (Campbell, 1974).
For unsaturated soils, water is subjected to a negative hydraulic pressure potential
corresponding to a suction gradient magnitude, which constitutes the primary force moving
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Figure 1.8: Schematic representation illustrating the control of pore structure characteristics on
hysteresis. After: Miller and Miller, 1956

water through the soil from lower to higher suction/pressure head values. With increasing
suction/pressure head, the first pores to empty are the largest ones, which are the most
conductive, thus relegating flow to the smaller pores, and therefore, the conductive potential
of the soil decreases.
A number of investigators have related the hydraulic conductivity of a soil to a
representative grain size (e.g., Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten and Nielsen, 1985; Raats, 1992;
Durner, 1994; Kosugi, 1999; Assouline 2005, Tokunaga, 2009). Results from these studies show
that at low suction/pressure heads, which equates to saturated/near-saturated soil moisture
conditions, the hydraulic conductivity for coarser grained soils is typically greater than that of
finer grained soils. However, with increasing suction/pressure head the conductivity of the
coarser soils will decrease more steeply as the larger pores drain; and thus the coarser soil will
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have lower unsaturated hydraulic conductivities than finer soils at the same larger
suction/pressure head values. Figure 1.9 shows a generalized relationship between conductivity
and suction/pressure head in soils of different grain size.
The variation in hydraulic conductivity between grain sizes has important implications
for soil capillary dynamics. It suggests that processes taking place in saturated/near-saturated
soil conditions are inherently faster than those occurring in drier soil conditions. Therefore, at
high suctions/pressure heads equating to lower moisture contents, the conductivity may
become so low that very steep suction gradients are required for any appreciable flow to occur,
resulting in very long times for capillary water flow, especially with coarser grain-sizes (Hillel,
1971).
These phenomena clearly demonstrate that varying sediment grain size characteristics
will have a very substantial impact on the capillary dynamics of the beach hydrological system
and thus will strongly influence the moisture dynamics of the beach surface. Although our
theoretical understanding of the influence of sediment grain size on the capillary dynamics is
sound, very few studies have attempted to document and quantify the subsequent influence
that grain size has on controlling beach surface moisture dynamics (Malaya and Sreedeep,
2012).

1.4 Chapter Outlines
Chapters 2-4 are laboratory experiments that were designed to improve understanding
of capillary water flow in relation to beach surface moisture. Chapters 2 and 3 focus on
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Figure 1.9: Representation of hydraulic conductivity properties of the soil column for different
grain sizes.

identifying the hysteretic nature and transient time lags of capillary water flow in a beach sand
column beach sand column, and evaluate the utility of established capillary models to simulate
surface moisture content. Chapter 4 documents the effect of sediment grain size on hysteresis
and transient time lag effects, and on how these factors influence beach surface moisture
content. Chapter 5 examines the role of evaporation and condensation on beach surface
moisture content, primarily focusing on improving our understanding of evaporation over time
and at depth. Chapters 6 and 7 document, analyze, and model the spatial and temporal surface
moisture patterns of a natural beach environment. Chapter 6 presents results from a series of
field experiments designed to measure the interrelationships between evaporation,
groundwater fluctuations, and soil moisture content, and evaluates the relative strength of
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these factors in controlling surface moisture variability. Chapter 7 assesses the viability and
accuracy of capillary flow models for simulating and predicting spatial and temporal variations
of surface moisture content.
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Chapter 2 -- Measurement and Modeling of Moisture Content Above an Oscillating Water
Table: Implications for Beach Surface Moisture Dynamics
2.1 Introduction
Beach environments often have very shallow water table depths (centimeters to a few meters),
resulting in the capillary zone above the groundwater table reaching the beach surface
(Atherton et al., 2001; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; McKenna Neuman and Langston, 2006;
Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010). Therefore, the dynamics of the beach groundwater system
will thus play a key role in regulating the status of beach surface moisture (Atherton et al.,
2001; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010).
In theory, the response of beach surface moisture content to beach groundwater dynamics can
be established relatively easily and accurately based on knowledge of i) the vertical profile of
moisture in the sediment column, ii) the elevation of the sand surface above the water table,
and iii) the magnitude and rate of water table fluctuation (Raubenheimer et al., 1999; Ruz and
Meur-Ferec, 2004; Chuang and Yeh, 2006; Zhu, 2007). In reality, however, the hydrological
dynamics of a beach system are rarely simple. Capillary water flow within the sediment column
tends to exhibit a non-linear, hysteretic behavior as well as experience transient water flow
time lags. Although this hysteresis effect has long been recognized (Haines, 1930), there is
some debate in the literature regarding the need for inclusion of hysteresis in modeling of
periodic unsaturated groundwater movement (i.e., Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962; Childs, 1969;
Raats and Gardner, 1974; Kessler and Rubin, 1987; Hinz, 1998; Raubenheimer et al., 1999;
Nielsen and Perrochet, 2000; Werner and Lockington, 2003; Cartwright et al., 2005; Cartwright
et al., 2009). Furthermore, time-dependent signals in surface moisture content associated with
the transient nature of capillary water flow are poorly understood and have largely been
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ignored within the literature. Therefore, our understanding of beach surface moisture dynamics
above an oscillating water table includes at least two key sources of uncertainty: i) the
magnitude of hysteresis effects during periods of water table rise and fall, and ii) the time lags
associated with transient water flow.
To date only a few studies have attempted to link oscillating groundwater dynamics to
variability in beach surface moisture content (i.e., Raubenheimer et al., 1999; Atherton et al.,
2001; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010); and none of these studies incorporated hysteresis
effects and transient water flow dynamics in their analyses. The primary objective of the
present study is to document the response of surface moisture contents to tidally induced
groundwater dynamics and identify the influence of hysteresis and transient flow effects.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Laboratory Experimental Design
The experimental apparatus employed in the study consists of a square PVC tube 122 cm in
height with a cross-sectional area of 144 cm2 (12 cm x 12 cm), partially immersed in a reservoir
of water (Figure 2.1). The tube was filled with a very well sorted fine to very-fine quartz sand
obtained from a beach at Padre Island National Seashore on the Texas Coast of the Gulf of
Mexico with a mean grain size of 0.13 mm (2.94 phi, Figure 2.2). The tube was perforated below
the low waterline to allow free exchange of water with the tank, and the perforated section
was screened with fine mesh to retain sediment in the column. A diaphragm-metering pump
was used to raise and lower the water level in the reservoir, to simulate tidally induced
groundwater fluctuations. A pressure transducer installed at the base of the water reservoir
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Figure 2.1: Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of the laboratory experimental apparatus

Figure 2.2: Grain size analysis
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was used to monitor water table elevation throughout each of the experimental runs. Changes
in the vertical profile of moisture content within the sediment column were monitored at fiveminute intervals using an array of Delta-T Theta probes inserted in the sediment column at
elevations of 35, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, 100, 110, and 120 cm above the base of the reservoir
(Figure 2.1). To isolate the influence of groundwater oscillation and capillary transport, the top
of the PVC tube was sealed with plastic wrap to prevent evaporative losses or condensation
inputs at the upper surface of the sediment column. All sensors were cabled to a Campbell
Scientific data logger for recording.
Three individual experimental runs were conducted with vertical water table
fluctuations of 25, 40, and 55 cm, respectively. The high water elevation was fixed at 60 cm
above the base of the reservoir in all three experiments and the elevation of low water was
varied, so that the moisture probe positions could be held constant relative to high water. The
water table ranges employed here were chosen to be representative of fluctuations reported
for various positions (fore beach, middle beach, and back beach) on northern Gulf of Mexico
beaches (Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010).
Before each experimental run the sediment column was completely saturated and the
water level within the reservoir was set at the high water table elevation of 60 cm from the
base of the reservoir. The system was left undisturbed for 10 days to allow gravitational
drainage and moisture retention in the sediment column to reach equilibrium. After this
equilibration period the water level in the reservoir was cyclically lowered and then raised at
each desired water table fluctuation increment over an osculation period (fall and rise) of 24
hours, via the diaphragm-metering pump. This cycle was repeated 5.5 times for a sequence of
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132 hours. To eliminate the transitional period that occurred as the system shifted from a static
equilibrium with a stationary water table to a dynamic equilibrium with a fluctuating water
table, the analysis presented herein includes only the data collected between hours 36 to 132
(96 total hrs) for each experimental run.

2.2.2 Surface Moisture Content Data Analysis
To analyze the influence of water table fluctuations on moisture dynamics at various
surface elevations above the water table, the measured moisture contents at four Delta-T
Theta probe elevations within the sediment column were used as proxies to represent ‘true’
surface elevations above a fluctuating water table. In the following analyses, the Delta-T Theta
probes located at elevations of 65, 85, 100, and 120 cm above the base of the reservoir were
employed as representative ‘true’ surface elevations of 5, 25, 40, and 60 cm above the high
water table, respectively (Figure 2.1). Additionally, the moisture dynamics at these individual
‘true’ surface elevations were analyzed under specific water table fluctuation conditions. The 5
cm elevation was analyzed using the 55 cm water table oscillation, whereas the moisture
dynamics at the 25 cm and 40 cm elevations were examined utilizing the 40 cm water table
oscillation range, and lastly the moisture dynamics at the 60 cm elevation was investigated
under the smallest water table oscillation range of 25 cm. These surface elevation/water table
fluctuation relations were selected based on documented water table oscillation ranges and
water table depths from fieldwork conducted across the central Texas coast for various fore
beach, middle beach, and back beach locations on northern Gulf of Mexico beaches (i.e., Zhu,
2007; Namikas et al., 2010).
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These analyses represent only a subset of the entire collected data. Although the
moisture conditions across a full soil profile were recorded for the various water table
oscillation ranges, the analyses presented in this chapter focus only on the moisture/pressure
head/water table dynamics associated with various positions across a beach surface. It is not
the intent of this chapter to focus on the hydrological dynamics below the surface layer.

2.2.3 Surface Moisture Content Models
Surface moisture contents were modeled using hysteretic and non-hysteretic capillary
water flow simulations via the HYDRUS-1D computer software program developed by Šimůnek
et al. (1998). HYDRUS calculates hysteretic water flow in the sediment profile by numerically
solving the empirically-derived hysteretic function developed by Scott et al. (1984), which was
further modified by Vogel et al. (1996) in order to incorporate hysteresis in the hydraulic
conductivity function. Non-hysteretic water flow in the sediment profile is calculated within
HYDRUS by numerically solving the Richards (1931) one-dimensional water flow equation.

2.2.3.1 Hysteretic Model
Modeling hysteretic capillary water flow modeling requires that both the main drying
and wetting boundary moisture retention, θd(h) and θw(h) and unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity, Kd(h) and Kw(h) curves are known. Once the soil hydraulic functions have been
ascertained, the model implements a scaling procedure designed to simplify the variability in
the unsaturated soil hydraulic properties in the direction of flow. The model dictates that the
variability in the hydraulic properties of a given soil profile can be calculated through a set of
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scaling transformations, which relate the soil hydraulic characteristics, θ(h) and K(h), to
reference characteristics, θ*(h) and K*(h). The drying and wetting moisture retention, θd(h)
and θw(h) and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, Kd(h) and Kw(h) curves are thus described as
follows:

[1]

and

[2]
in which, αθ and αK are mutually independent scaling factors for the water content and the
hydraulic conductivity, respectively. The technique is based on the ‘similar media concept’
introduced by Miller and Miller (1956) for porous media, which differ only in the scale of their
internal geometry.

2.2.3.2 Non-Hysteretic Model
Modeling one-dimensional uniform, isothermal, vertical water flow in a partially
saturated porous medium is described by the Richards (1931) equation under the assumptions
that the air phase plays an insignificant role in the liquid flow process and that water flow due
to thermal gradients can be neglected:
[3]
in which θ is the volumetric water content, t is time, z is the vertical coordinate (upward from
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water table), K(h) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function [see equation 4], h is the
pressure head elevation above the water table, S is water sources and sinks.

2.2.4 Moisture Retention Curves and Hydraulic Conductivity
Although a number of models have been developed, the analytical form of the soil
hydraulic functions proposed by van Genuchten (1980) has been shown to match experimental
data more satisfactorily than others (Stankovich and Lockington, 1995; Cornelis et al., 2001).
The expressions of van Genuchten (1980) are given by:

[4]

in which, θr and θs denote the residual and saturated water contents, respectively, α is an
empirical parameter denoting the inverse of the air-entry value, n is an empirical parameter
representing the pore-size distribution index of the soil profile, m = 1-(1/n), Ks is the saturated
hydraulic conductivity, Θ is the effective degree of saturation [ = (θ - θr)/(θr - θs)], and λ is a pore
connectivity parameter derived by Mualem (1976) to equal 0.5. To designate the main drying
and wetting main boundary moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves
the function parameters θr, θs, α, n, m, and Ks are denoted with superscripts d and w to indicate
either a drying or wetting curve, respectively. Additionally, the following restrictions are
expected to hold in most practical soil profile applications: θr d = θrw, αd ≤ αw, nd = nw, and Ks d =
Ks w .
Based on moisture content measurements collected at each of the moisture probe
elevations, the main drying, wetting, and non-hysterestic moisture retention and unsaturated
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hydraulic conductivity curves were constructed. Figure 2.3 shows the calculated drying and
wetting moisture retention, calculated drying and wetting hydraulic conductivity curves as well
as the non-hysteresis moisture retention and hydraulic conductivity curves, in which θr = 0.09
cm3/cm3, θs = 0.4448 cm3/cm3, n = 4.931, m = 0.797, and Ks = 30.68 cm/hr for the drying,
wetting and non-hysteresis moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves;
whereas αd = 0.019, αw = 0.034 for the drying and wetting curves, respectively, and α = 0.025
for the non-hysteresis moisture retention curve.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Surface Moisture Response
The response of surface moisture content to water table fluctuations is illustrated in
Figure 2.4. Several trends in moisture content are clearly apparent among the various sediment
surface elevations. First, there is a noticeable decrease in both absolute moisture content and
the range in moisture content with increasing elevation at high water level. At an elevation of 5
cm, moisture content varied from a low of 22% to a high of 44% (by volume). As the surface
elevation increases to 60 cm above high water, the range in surface moisture content is
reduced to 11-14%.
A second trend apparent in Figure 2.4 is a decrease in the symmetry of the moisture
content traces with decreasing surface elevation. With a near-surface water table, the surface
moisture content remains steady for a substantial period of time following the transitions
between both a rising and falling water table. This is strongly evident at the 5 cm elevation, and
although present at the 25 cm elevation the occurrence is clearly muted. These observations
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Figure 2.3: Measured volumetric moisture content measurements collected at the high water table and low water table pressure
head conditions, and the calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting, drying and non-hysteresis moisture retention curves
(A). The calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting, drying, and non-hysteresis unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves
(B). The pressure head is equivalent to the height of the surface above the water table.
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Figure 2.4: Variations in volumetric moisture contents and water level period at each of the
four ‘proxy’ surface elevations. The 60 cm surface elevation was associated with a water level
fluctuation of 25 cm, where as the 40 and 25 cm elevations were subjected to a water level
fluctuation of 40 cm, and the 5 cm surface elevation experienced a 55 cm water level
fluctuation.
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correspond well with the findings of Zhu (2007) for the fore beach zone and are associated with
an aspect of hysteresis known as Haines Jump (after Haines 1930), or the inkbottle effect.
Haines Jump hysteresis is a water flow process dependent upon the nature of the pressure
head at which individual pores drain and fill (Miller and Miller, 1956; Childs, 1969). As the
pressure head within the soil column increases in association with a drying sequence, the
moisture content within the soil column stays at a wetted level until the soil matric suction at a
particular pressure head becomes too large. At that point the sediment column will abruptly
drain. Conversely, as the pressure head within the soil column begins to decrease associated
with a wetting sequence, the soil moisture content will remain at a relatively constant moisture
content until the soil matric suction decreases to a point where the soil column will abruptly fill.
At the 5 cm elevation, moisture contents corresponding with a rising water table reached a
maximum saturated level on average a few hours prior to actual high water level occurring
(Figure 2.5). This observation should be expected based on the moisture retention curve of the
sediment column, which illustrates a near-saturated capillary fringe extending approximately 15
cm above the water table during a wetting sequence. As the water table rises within the
sediment column, the advancement of the capillary fringe saturates the surface layer prior to
the maximum water level occurring.
Finally, at each surface elevation the measured moisture contents lag significantly
behind water table oscillations. Table 2.1 illustrates the average time lags between the
measured minimum and maximum moisture contents and the associated low and high water
table levels. There are two apparent patterns in regard to the time lag behavior. First, the
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Figure 2.5: A 24-hour time sequence (24–48 hours) of measured volumetric moisture contents
at the 5 cm surface elevation. Moisture content reaches saturated level prior to actual high
water level and persists for an extended period of time afterwards.

Table 2.1: Average time lags (minutes) between min/max moisture contents and low/high
water table levels.
Surface Elevation

Low Water Table

High Water Table

5 cm

38

N/A***

25 cm

58

42

40 cm

105

61

60 cm

185

89

*** In every case the surface content reached saturation ~ 3hrs before high water and remained saturated for
some time afterwards.

duration of the lag increased with increasing surface elevation; and second, is the time lags at
low water table are larger than high water table.
These results correspond well with the existing literature (Childs, 1969; Kool and Parker,
1987; Hinz, 1998) and can be attributed to the lower hydraulic conductivity values at greater
surface elevations above the water table. Figure 2.3B illustrates a decrease in hydraulic
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conductivity with increasing pressure head as well as shows that lower conductivity values
during the wetting compared to the drying stage at the same pressure head. Accordingly,
slower capillary transport will occur after the transitions from a low water table (i.e., wetting
conditions) and at greater water table depths, resulting in the larger temporal lag values at the
higher surface elevations during low water.

2.3.2 Water Flow Scanning Curves
An efficient way to assess the hysteretic nature of the surface moisture is through
evaluation of a sequence of water flow scanning loops. When a wetted soil begins to drain, or
when a dry soil column is rewetted, the relation between the pressure head and the soil
moisture content follows some intermediate moisture retention curve as it moves from the
main wetting or drying branch to the other. Such intermediate retention curves are called
scanning curves. A wetting and drying scanning curve sequence forms a scanning loop that falls
between the main wetting and drying moisture retention curves (Childs and Poulovassilis 1962;
Poulovassilis, 1962). Figure 2.6 shows a single scanning loop (24 hrs) for each of the four surface
elevations considered in this analysis. In all four cases the scanning loops illustrate that at a
given pressure head higher moisture contents occur during the drying cycle than during the
wetting cycle. This finding agrees with the results of Werner and Lockington (2003) and
demonstrates that tidally induced groundwater dynamics can have a very strong hysteretic
influence on surface moisture contents. At the 5 cm and 25 cm elevations the Haines Jump
phenomenon is apparent in the near-horizontal segments of the scanning curve loops. At
higher surface elevations (40 and 60 cm) this phenomena is absent. This observation
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Figure 2.6: Illustration depicting a single water flow scanning loop (24 hours) for each of the four ‘proxy’ surface
elevations. Also shown are the calculated van Genuchten (1980) drying and wetting boundary curves.

corresponds well with those illustrated in the literature, which indicate that Haines Jump
effects are more pronounced in the lower pressure head range where individual pores empty at
larger pressure heads than those at which they fill (Hillel, 1971; Hillel, 1980; Hanks, 1992).

2.3.3 Hysteresis and Non-Hysteresis Simulations
A comparison between the simulations from the two approaches relative to measured
surface moisture content is depicted in Figure 2.7. At the 5 cm surface elevation the hysteresis
model produces values that are quite close in predicting the range of surface moisture
contents. However, the non-hysteresis model over-predicts the moisture fluctuation range as
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Figure 2.7: Hysteretic and non-hysteretic model simulations relative to measured volumetric
moisture contents for each of the four ‘proxy’ surface elevations conducted throughout this
study.
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the model vastly under-estimates moisture content values at the low water table levels.
Additionally, both approaches fail to adequately capture the Haines Jump effect. This latter
aspect of the system dynamics clearly requires additional attention. Furthermore, with
increasing surface elevation above the water table, the non-hysteretic model consistently overpredicted and under-predicted moisture contents values at the high and low water table levels,
respectively, where as the hysteresis model only over-predicted moisture contents at the high
water table levels, as the model produced relatively accurate simulated moisture content
values at the low water table levels. These findings clearly demonstrate that the utilization of
hysteretic water flow calculations provides a better representation of the observed moisture
contents compared to non-hysteretic simulations. These findings correspond well with those
previously presented in the literature (Stauffer, 1996; Lehmann et al., 1998; Stauffer and
Kinzelback, 2001; Werner and Lockington, 2003).
A quantitative assessment of the simulations was conducted by calculating the standard
error (SE) in predicted volumetric moisture contents for each surface elevation (Table 2.2). It is
apparent that the inclusion of hysteresis improves results significantly, as in each case the error
magnitude from the non-hysteresis simulations is more than double the error from the
hysteresis approach and at the 25 cm and 40 cm surface elevations the errors from the nonhysteresis simulations are nearly four times that of the hysteresis simulations, As illustrated
above, this results from the fact that the non-hysteresis simulations both over-predicted
moisture content values at the high water table levels and under-predicted moisture contents
at the low water table levels. Although at the 60 cm elevation the non-hysteresis simulations
both over-predicted and under-predicted moisture contents at the high and low water table
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Table 2.2: Standard error (% volumetric moisture content) for hysteresis and non-hysteresis
model simulations against measured moisture contents
Surface Elevation

Hysteresis

Non-hysteresis

% Difference

5 cm

2.80

7.22

258%

25 cm

1.65

6.13

372%

40 cm

1.06

3.98

375%

60 cm

0.41

0.93

227%

levels, respectively, the total moisture content range was ~4% moisture so the overall standard
error level was very low. Furthermore, at the 5 cm surface elevation the non-hysteresis
simulations only under-predicted moisture contents at the low water table levels. Nevertheless,
there is a clear benefit from the inclusion of hysteresis in attempts to model surface moisture
dynamics.
A remaining question is how well the hysteretic model is able to predict the transient
time lags in surface moisture contents. Table 2.3 provides a comparison of the average time
lags between the measured moisture contents and the predicted moisture content values for
the hysteretic model simulation. At the shallowest surface elevations of 5, 25, and 40 cm, the
hysteresis approach very closely reproduced the measured lag values after low water table
levels. However, at the 60 cm surface elevation the hysteresis approach significantly
underestimated the time lag of capillary water flow, predicting minimum moisture contents on
average more than 50 minutes before the measured lag values. Additionally, after the
occurrence of high water table levels, the hysteresis simulation predicted moisture values that
underestimated the measured transient nature of the sediment column at the 25, 40, and 60
cm by about 10 to 20 minutes. Notably, at the 5 cm elevation the hysteresis approach
calculated a time lag of 26 minutes after high water whereas the measured values show
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Table 2.3: Comparison of the average time lags (minutes) between max/min moisture contents
and high/low water table levels for the measured and hysteresis simulation approach.
Surface Elevaton

Low Water Table

High Water Table

Measured

Hysteresis

Difference

Measured

Hysteresis

Difference

5 cm

38

27

9

N/A***

26

N/A

25 cm

58

50

8

42

34

11

40 cm

105

98

8

61

46

15

60 cm

187

135

52

89

68

21

*** In every case the surface content reached saturation ~ 3hrs before high water and remained saturated for
some time afterwards.

maximum content occurring hours prior to high water. This is an aspect of the system dynamics
that merits additional attention, as there is no obvious explanation why the Scott et al. (1984)
hysteresis model would not capture the saturation of the sediment column associated with the
advancement of the capillary fringe. Nevertheless, the hysteresis model produced values that
are quite close in capturing the time lag signals in the measured surface moisture contents, and
therefore indicates that the hysteresis model is largely able to replicate the transient nature of
beach surface moisture dynamics.

2.4 Summary and Conclusion
The primary goal of this study was to document the response of surface moisture
contents to an oscillating water table, specifically the influence of hysteresis and transient flow
effects on surface moisture dynamics. Several useful findings emerge. First, Haines Jump
hysteresis exerts a significant influence on surface moisture dynamics when the water table is
near the surface, and surface moisture contents remain steady for a substantial period of time
following the transition between a rising and falling water table. Second, a substantial time lag
exists between tidally induced water table oscillations and surface moisture content response,
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and this time lag increases with increasing surface elevation (relative to the water table). These
results indicate that for drier areas of the middle and back beach, capillary water flow in the
sediment column could produce surface moisture contents corresponding to water table
positions that occurred hours previously.
Simulations of moisture contents from hysteretic and non-hysteretic models illustrated
that the utilization of a hysteretic model provides substantially improved accuracy. This finding
suggests that studies that employed a non-hysteretic water flow approach to link oscillating
groundwater dynamics to variability in beach surface moisture content (i.e., Raubenheimer et
al., 1999; Atherton et al., 2001; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010) may have drastically
overestimated surface moisture contents, particularly across areas of the middle beach and
back beach zones.
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Chapter 3 -- Justification of the Utilization of ‘Proxy’ Surfaces to Represent the Moisture
Content Dynamics for Comparable ‘True’ Surface Elevations
3.1 Introduction
During the peer-review process for the publication of Chapter 2 in the journal Earth
Surface Processes and Landforms (Schmutz and Namikas, 2013), the use of measured moisture
content within the sediment profile as a ‘proxy’ to represent ‘true’ surface moisture content at
the same distance above the water table was questioned by the reviewers. One reviewer
completely disagreed with the assumption that moisture content measured at depths below
the sediment surface can be used as a ‘proxy’ for surface moisture content, whereas the other
review requested that data should be presented illustrating the variance in moisture data
collected at the ‘proxy’ layer and a ‘true’ surface layer. This chapter to addresses those
concerns and validates the utilization of these ‘proxy’ surfaces as representations of ‘true’
surface moisture dynamics. To accomplish this, a theoretical explanation based on capillary
theory will be developed and additional laboratory experiments will be conducted to merit this
approach.

3.2 Theoretical Justification
The use of below-surface proxies to represent surface moisture content at comparable
distances above the water table is reasonable because the presence (or absence) of overburden
above a given point in the sediment column should not substantively influence capillary
transport below that elevation. Rather, the moisture dynamics at a specified elevation above
the water table is a function of the soil matric suction relative to the pressure head (h) above
the water table at that elevation (Childs and Collis-George, 1950; Brooks and Corey, 1964; van
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Genuchten, 1980). This phenomenon is in effect a function of the theory of capillarity, which
simply dictates that water will rise to a specific elevation (h) above the water table in a tube of
specific radius (Croney and Coleman, 1954; Aitchison, 1960). This process results from the
formation of a suction gradient which develops in the tube, as the pressure in the tube is less
than that at the water table; in effect the smaller the radius of the tube the larger the suction
gradient/pressure head and thus the higher the water will rise.
At a basic level, the soil pores of a porous medium can be idealized to function as a set
of capillary tubes and thus based on the theory of capillary a relationship for the moisture
content at a specific elevation (h) above the water table can be determined based on the
suction gradient/pressure head at that elevation. In essence, an increase in the suction
gradient/pressure head associated with increasing elevation above the water table results in
the emptying of the larger soil pore cavities until, at very high suction values; only the very
narrow pore cavities are able to retain water. Therefore an increase in suction/pressure head is
associated with a decrease in the moisture content of the sediment (Childs, 1969). Since the
prevailing suction/pressure head at any specified elevation above the water table is related to
the moisture content of the soil at that elevation, a relationship between soil moisture content
and soil matric suction/pressure head can be determined. Thus, the moisture content of the
sediment at a specified height above the water table is ultimately a function of the matric
suction/pressure head at that elevation above the water table; and the presence or absence of
overburden sediment above that elevation will not affect this relationship. This relationship
between soil matric suction/pressure head and soil moisture content is represented for the
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Figure 3.1: Representation of the relationship between soil matric potential (pressure head)
and the soil moisture retention curve

entire soil column by a soil moisture retention curve (Figure 3.1) (Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962;
Brooks and Corey, 1964; Childs, 1969; Van Genuchten, 1980).
Once the moisture retention curve has been established for a given soil, the soil column
can be truncated at any pressure head (i.e., height above the water table), and the moisture
content values at that elevation should be indicated by the curve (Childs, 1969). Figure 3.2
illustrates this concept applied to a beach environment, depicting the association between the
moisture retention curve and moisture content at the sediment surface for various locations
across the beach with different water table depths. (i.e., the back beach, middle beach and fore
beach regions). Surface moisture content at various locations across the beach can be
determined based on the intersection of the moisture retention profile curve with the sediment
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Figure 3.2: Schematic illustrations of the relationship between beach surface moisture dynamics, soil matric potential (pressure
head) and the soil moisture retention curve in the beach environment: (a) the back beach; (b) the middle beach; (c) the fore beach.
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surface. The point of intersection shifts along the moisture retention curve at the different
locations across the beach as the height of the surface above the water table changes. In
essence the moisture retention curve is being truncated at the pressure head elevation of the
sediment surface layer. Therefore, the moisture contents at that surface elevation are
determined by the pore characteristics of the sediment, and the ability of the sediment to draw
moisture upward from below and retain it against the pull of gravity. The presence of more
overburden at the back beach does not change the slope of the moisture retention curve close
to the water table, in comparison, to the curve slope close to the water table for the middle
beach and fore beach locations. Hence, from a theoretical standpoint the utilization of ‘proxy’
surfaces to represent moisture content dynamics for comparable ‘true’ surface elevations is
reasonable and justified.

3.3 Laboratory Experimental Support
The laboratory experiment utilized a shortened sediment column to compare the
moisture dynamics for an actual surface height of 25 cm above high water level with those
measured at the 25 cm ‘proxy’ surface height as represented in Chapter 2. This verified that the
presence of overburden has no effect, as expected from theory.

3.3.1 Methods
The experiment employed the same basic apparatus set-up as that of Chapter 2. A
square PVC tube (85 cm in height), filled with the same very well sorted fine to very-fine quartz
sand, was partially immersed in a reservoir of water (Figure 3.3). Before the experimental run,
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Figure 3.3: Schematic illustration of the laboratory experimental apparatus.

the sediment column was completely saturated and the water level within the reservoir was set
at a high water table elevation of 60 cm from the base of the reservoir (25 cm below the actual
surface of the sediment column). The system was left undisturbed for 10 days to allow
gravitational drainage and moisture retention in the sediment column to reach equilibrium.
After this equilibration period the water level in the reservoir was cyclically lowered then raised
across a 40 cm vertical range over a period (fall and rise) of 24 hours, via a diaphragm-metering
pump. This cycle was repeated 5.5 times for a sequence of 132 hours. Water table elevation
was monitored using a pressure transducer (PT) installed at the base of the water reservoir.
Changes in the vertical profile of moisture content within the sediment column were monitored
using an array of Delta-T Theta probes inserted in the sediment column at elevations of 35, 55,
65, 75, and 85 cm above base of the reservoir (Figure 3.3). Due to a transitional period as the
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system shifted from a static equilibrium with a stationary water table to a dynamic equilibrium
with a fluctuating water table; the analyses presented herein include only data collected
between hours 36 to 132 (96 total hours).

3.3.2 Surface Moisture Response Results
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 compare the measured moisture contents of the 25 cm ‘true’ surface
at the 85 cm column and the 25 cm ‘proxy’ surface obtained with the 122 cm column (see
Chapter 2). Both figures reveal a high degree of similarity between the two sets of
measurements, in terms of both the moisture content range and symmetry of the moisture
content traces. Moisture content fluctuates for both experiments between ~32% moisture by
volume at high water level (low pressure head) to ~18% moisture at low water level (high
pressure head). Symmetrically both sets of experiments follow the same pattern, the moisture
contents remain relatively steady for a substantial period of time following the transitions
between both a rising and falling water table, which is associated with an aspect of hysteresis
known as Haines Jump (discussed in detail in Chapter 2). However, the moisture contents at the
‘true’ surface (85 cm column) depict a stronger Haines Jump signal compared to the ‘proxy’
surface measured within the 122 cm column, particularly after the transition from a rising into a
falling water table.
Nevertheless, this finding is actually strong evidence that the moisture content present
in the overburden sediment of the soil column does not alter the moisture content values at
the ‘proxy’ surface layers. One of the reviewers suggested that the maintained high moisture
content values, which we associated with the Haines Jump hysteresis phenomenon, is actually a
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Figure 3.4: Variations in volumetric moisture contents and water level period both the 85cm
column and 122 cm column experiments throughout the entire 96-hour pumping analysis
sequence.

Figure 3.5: Illustration depicting a single 24-hour water flow scanning loop (48-72 hours)
between the measured moisture contents for the 85 cm column and the 122 cm column
experiments.
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product of moisture drainage from above during a falling water table. Based on this assumption
the above result could not occur, as there is no drainage from above at the surface of the 85 cm
column. If drainage from the above overburden sediment was influencing the moisture content
signal at the ‘proxy’ surface the reverse would actually occur, demonstrating that higher
moisture content values occur after the transitions from a rising into a falling water table for
the full 122 cm column. Consequently, this finding illustrates the presence of overburden
sediment should not substantively influence the moisture content values at the ‘proxy’ surface
layers.
In this instance a possible explanation causing the stronger Haines Jump signal at the 85
cm column could be that sand in the 85 cm column is more tightly packed, creating a smaller
pore volume compared to the 122 cm column. Gallage and Uchimura (2010), established that
soils with smaller pore sizes require a larger suction (pressure head) value in order to
commence desaturation of the soil pores. In other words, there will be a slower rate of water
drainage from the soil pores and thus an increase in the hysteretic effect.
A quantitative assessment of the simulations was conducted by calculating the standard
error (SE) in measured volumetric moisture contents at the 85 cm column compared to the full
122 cm column (Table 1). The standard error between the two sets of moisture content
measurements was ±1.6% by volume, which falls just outside of the measurement error of the
Delta-T Theta probes at ±1.5%. These outcomes clearly signify that the results from the
experimental analysis of Chapter 2 utilizing the ‘proxy’ surfaces correspond well with the
analysis of the shortened 85 cm column length representing ‘true’ surface moisture
measurements.
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3.4 Conclusion
The goal of this chapter was to address methodological concerns and validate the
utilization of moisture contents from below-surface elevations as ‘proxy’ surfaces to represent
‘true’ surface level moisture dynamics. Based on the findings in the report it is evident from
both a theoretical and empirical standpoint the use of these below ground ‘proxy’ surfaces
provide highly accurate representations of ‘true’ surface moisture dynamics. Therefore, the use
of the moisture content dynamics at these ‘proxy’ surfaces to represent ‘true’ surface moisture
content dynamics at comparable elevations above the water table is reasonable and
appropriate.
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Chapter 4 -- Influence of Sediment Texture on Capillary Dynamics of the Sediment Column:
Implications on the Spatial and Temporal Dynamics of Beach Surface Moisture
4.1 Introduction
Sediment grain-size characteristics represent one of the most important factors
controlling the moisture retention properties, hysteretic nature, and hydraulic conductivity of
the sediment profile (Terzaghi, 1943; Childs, 1969; Hillel 1971; Hillel 1980; Hanks 1992;
Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). A number of researchers have demonstrated that these capillary
water characteristics scale in proportion to a soil medium’s representative grain size (e.g.,
Gupta and Larson, 1979; Haverkamp and Parlange, 1986; Raats, 1992; Aubertin et al., 2003;
Durner, 1994; Kosugi, K., 1999; Tokunaga et al., 2004; Tokunaga, 2009; Gallage and Uchimura,
2010). Coarser-grained soils exhibit a lower moisture content value in comparison to finergrained soils at the same pressure head above the water table (Gupta and Larson, 1979; Arya
and Paris, 1981; Haverkamp and Parlange, 1986; Fredlund et al., 1994; Aubertin et al., 2003);
hysteresis effects decrease with increasing grain-size (Tokunaga et al., 2004; Yang et al., 2004;
Gallage and Uchimura, 2010); and coarser-grained soils have lower unsaturated hydraulic
conductivities than finer-grained soils at the same pressure head above the water table
(Mualem, 1976; van Genuchten and Nielsen 1985; Raats, 1992; Durner, 1994; Kosugi, K., 1999;
Assouline 2005, Tokunaga, 2009). Accordingly, our theoretical understanding of the influence of
sediment grain size on capillary dynamics is sound.
Given that surface moisture dynamics are heavily controlled by the capillary properties
of the sediment column (see analysis from Chapter 2) and the fact that deviations in sediment
grain size heavily alter the dynamics of these properties, it should be expected that variations in
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grain size will have dramatic effects on the spatial and temporal dynamics of surface moisture
content. To date very few studies have attempted to analyze the influence of grain size on
surface moisture dynamics (Malaya and Sreedeep, 2012). This study will address this issue by 1)
investigating and analyzing the influence of sediment grain size on the capillary properties of
the sediment and 2) discussing the effect that these properties in turn have on regulating beach
surface moisture content. To document these processes a set of laboratory experiments were
conducted utilizing beach sands with two different mean grain sizes.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Laboratory Experimental Design
The laboratory experiments employ the same basic apparatus and experimental design
as that of Chapter 2. A square PVC tube 122 cm in height, filled with sediment, was partially
immersed in a reservoir of water (Figure 4.1). The first set of experiments utilized a very well
sorted fine to very-fine quartz sand obtained from a beach at Padre Island National Seashore on
the Texas Coast of the Gulf of Mexico with a mean grain size of 0.13 mm (2.94 phi), whereas the
second set of experiments employed a moderately sorted medium quartz sand exhibiting a
coarse skew, commercially available as “play sand”, with a mean grain size of 0.36 mm (1.47
phi) (Figure 4.2). A diaphragm-metering pump was used to raise and lower the water level in
the reservoir, to simulate tidally induced groundwater fluctuations. Three individual
experimental runs were conducted for each set of sediment grain-size experiments with vertical
water table fluctuations of 25, 40, and 55 cm. The high water elevation was fixed at 60 cm
above the base of the reservoir and the elevation of the water table down to low water was
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Figure 4.1: Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of the laboratory experimental apparatus.

so that the moisture probe positions could be held constant relative to high water. Changes in
the vertical profile of moisture content within the sediment column were monitored at using an
array of Delta-T Theta probes inserted in the sediment column at elevations of 35, 55, 65, 75,
85, 95, 100, 110, and 120 cm above base of the reservoir (Figure 4.1).
Before each experimental run, the sediment column was completely saturated and the
water level within the reservoir was set at the high water table elevation of 60 cm from the
base of the reservoir. The system was left undisturbed for 10 days to allow gravitational
drainage and moisture retention in the sediment column to reach equilibrium. After this
equilibration period, the water level in the reservoir was cyclically lowered then raised to each
desired water table fluctuation increment over an oscillation period (fall and rise) of 24 hours,
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Figure 4.2: Grain size analysis. Fine grained sand on left and medium grained sand on right.
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via the diaphragm-metering pump. This cycle was repeated 5.5 times for a sequence of
132hours. To eliminate the transitional period that occurred as the system shifted from a static
equilibrium with a stationary water table to a dynamic equilibrium with a fluctuating water
table, the analyses presented herein include only the data collected between hours 36 to 132
(96 total hours) in each experiment.

4.2.2 Surface Moisture Content Data Analysis
To analyze the influence of water table fluctuations on moisture dynamics at various
surface elevations above the water table, the measured moisture contents at four Delta-T
Theta probe elevations within the sediment column were used as proxies to represent ‘true’
surface elevations above a fluctuating water table. In the following analyses, the Delta-T Theta
probes located at elevations of 65, 85, 100, and 120 cm above the base of the reservoir were
employed as representative ‘true’ surface elevations of 5, 25, 40, and 60 cm above the high
water table, respectively (Figure 4.1). Additionally, the moisture dynamics at these individual
‘true’ surface elevations were analyzed under specific water table fluctuation conditions. The 5
cm elevation was analyzed using the 55 cm water table oscillation, the moisture dynamics at
the 25 cm and 40 cm elevations were examined utilizing the 40 cm water table oscillation
range, and the moisture dynamics at the 60 cm elevation was investigated under the smallest
water table oscillation range of 25 cm. These surface elevation/water table fluctuation relations
were selected based on documented water table oscillation ranges and water table depths
from fieldwork conducted across the central Texas coast for various fore beach, middle beach,
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and back beach locations on northern Gulf of Mexico beaches (i.e., Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al.,
2010).
These analyses represent only a subset of the entire collected data. Although the
moisture conditions across a full soil profile were recorded for the various water table
oscillation ranges, the analyses presented in this chapter highlight specifically the
moisture/pressure head/water table dynamics associated with various positions across a beach
surface. It is not the intent of this chapter to focus on the hydrological dynamics below the
surface layer.

4.2.3 Moisture Retention Curves and Hydraulic Conductivity
The moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves are given by the
analytical form of the soil hydraulic functions proposed by van Genuchten (1980):

[1]

in which, θr and θs denote the residual and saturated water contents, respectively, α and n are
empirical parameters, m = 1-(1/n), Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Θ is the effective
degree of saturation, and λ is a pore connectivity parameter derived by Mualem (1976) to equal
0.5. To designate the main drying and wetting main boundary moisture retention and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves, the function parameters θr, θs, α, n, m, and Ks are
denoted with superscripts d and w to indicate either a drying or wetting curve, respectively.
Based on moisture content measurements collected at each of the moisture probe
elevations, the main drying and wetting moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic
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conductivity curves were constructed for both the fine-grained and medium-grained sands
(Figure 4.3).

4.3 Results
The response of surface moisture contents to water table fluctuations for the fine and
medium sands is illustrated in Figures 4.4. Several trends in moisture content response are
clearly apparent between the two grain sizes. First, there is a lower surface moisture content
for the medium sand in all cases. At the 5 cm surface elevation, moisture content varied from a
22% to 44% (by volume) for the fine sediment and 7% to 31% for the medium sand. As the
surface elevation increases to 60 cm, moisture content decreased to 11 to 14% moisture for the
fine-grain sand and a moisture content of about 4% for the medium sand with a negligible
fluctuation moisture range of less than 1%. These findings agree with the literature, which
suggests that the larger pores of the medium sediment will exhibit less moisture retention in
comparison to the smaller pore spaces of the finer grained sediment at any particular pressure
head/surface elevation (Arya and Paris, 1981; Fredlund et al., 1994; Aubertin et al., 2003).
A second trend evident in Figure 4.4 is the dissimilarity in the symmetry of the moisture
content response between the test sands, relative to the groundwater level fluctuations. At the
near surface elevations of 5 cm and 25 cm there is a distinct Haines Jump hysteresis signature
(Haines, 1930) for both grain sizes following the transitions in direction of water table
fluctuations; however, the hysteresis dynamics exhibit very different behaviors. For both
surface elevations the Haines Jump hysteresis effects following the transition from a rising into
falling water level are much smaller for the medium sand compared to the fine sand, yet
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Figure 4.3: Measured volumetric moisture content and the calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying moisture
retention curves for the Fine and Medium sands (A). Calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity curves for the Fine and Medium sands. The pressure head is equivalent to the height of the surface above the
water table.
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Figure 4.4: Variations in volumetric moisture contents and water level period at each of the
four ‘proxy’ surface elevations for both the medium and fine grain-sizes. The 5 cm surface
elevation experienced a 55 cm water level fluctuation, where as the 40 and 25 cm elevations
were subjected to a water level fluctuation of 40 cm, and the 60 cm surface elevation was
associated with a water level fluctuation of 25 cm.
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following the transition from a falling into a rising water level the Haines Jump hysteresis
effects are significantly more pronounced in the medium sand (Figure 4.5). Additionally, at the
5 cm surface elevation, the moisture contents for both test sands reached a saturated moisture
level during a rising water table prior to the actual high water level occurring. Moreover, at
both the 5 cm and 25 cm surface elevations for the medium-grained sand, moisture contents
corresponding with a falling water table reached a near dry moisture level prior to actual low
water level occurring.
These variations in the temporal symmetry of the moisture contents relative to the
groundwater signal between the various grain sizes can be attributed to differences in the
arrangement of several moisture retention parameters of the soil profile. These include airentry value, the pressure head value at which air enters the soil pores as suction is increased
during a drying sequence (i.e., value at which soil starts to desaturate); water-entry value, the
pressure head value at which water enters the soil pores as suction is decreased during a
wetting sequence (i.e., value at which a soil begins to saturate); residual-air value, the pressure
head value at which there is no appreciable increase in moisture content as suction is
decreased during a wetting sequence; and the residual-water value, pressure head value at
which there is no appreciable decrease in moisture content as suction is increased during a
drying sequence. A number of researchers have illustrated that each of these values correlate
with grain size distribution of the sediment, depicting a decrease in the pressure head values
occurring with an increasing in grain size (Yang et al., 2004; Birle et al., 2008; Gallage and
Uchimura, 2010; Malaya and Sreedeep, 2012). This finding is a product of the fact that the
larger pore volume of the medium sand requires smaller suction gradients (i.e., lower pressure
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Figure 4.5: A time sequence of measured volumetric moisture contents for both the medium
and fine grain-sizes at the 5 cm and 25 cm surface elevation highlighting the temporal
variations in moisture content compared to water table fluctuations.

head values) to produce capillary water flows during water table fluctuation (Gallage and
Uchimura, 2010). Figure 4.6 confirms this correlation, illustrating that each of the moisture
retention parameters have a lower pressure head value for the medium-grained sand. It is this
correlation that is the primary driving force controlling the variations in the temporal symmetry
of the moisture contents relative to the groundwater signal between the various grain sizes.
The variations in the Haines Jump hysteresis signal between the grain sizes arises due to
differences in the air-entry and water-entry values within the sediment profiles of the grain
sizes. During a drying sequence the lower pressure head air-entry value of the medium-grained
sand results in the soil beginning to drain prior to the fine-grained sand under the same water
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Figure 4.6: Variations in the air-entry, residual-water, water-entry, and residual-air moisture
retention parameters between the medium and fine grain-sizes.

table conditions. Furthermore, during a wetting sequence the higher pressure head water-entry
value of the fine-grained sands results in the soil beginning to saturate prior to the mediumgrained sand under the same water table conditions. With respect to the saturation of the
surface level occurring prior to the actual high water level during a rising water table, this
phenomenon can be attributed to the development of a saturated layer of sediment extending
above the water table, termed capillary fringe, which is product of the residual-air value of the
sediment. Yang et al. (2004) and Gallage and Uchimura (2010) noted that course-grained soils
have a lower residual-air value than fine-grained soils, which in effect asserts that fine-grained
sands will reach its relative saturated moisture level at a higher-pressure head value. Figure 4.6
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confirms this finding illustrating that the fine-grained sand has a saturated capillary fringe
extending approximately 15 cm above the water table where as the medium-grained sand has a
capillary fringe of only approximately 12 cm above the water table. Additionally, the occurrence
of the medium-grained sand reaching a near dry moisture level prior to actual low water level
occurring is associated with the development of the residual-water value of the sediment. The
residual-water value for the medium sand occurs at a pressure head value of 57 cm (Figure 4.6),
this is a lower pressure head value than the pressure heads of the 5 cm and 25 cm surface
layers (60 and 65 cm, respectively), therefore each of these sediment surfaces will experiences
low moisture content values prior to actual low water fluctuation. The absence of this
phenomenon for the fine-grained sands is due to the fact that the pressure head values at the 5
cm and 25 cm surface layers are smaller than the residual-water pressure head value (80 cm)
(Figure 4.6); therefore, the surface layers never fully reach the residual-water moisture content
value (~13% moisture by volume).
The final trend evident in the moisture response is that there are significant differences
between the test sands in the time lags in moisture content relatively to the water table
fluctuations. Table 4.1 illustrates the average time lags between the measured maximum and
minimum contents and the associated high and low water table levels. For both sands the
duration of the lag increases with elevation above the water table; however, the increase in
duration is significantly larger for the medium sand, particularly at the highest surface
elevations (40 cm and 60 cm). There is also a larger time lag in reaching minimum moisture
content after low water table compared to that for maximum moisture content following high
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Table 4.1: Average time lags (minutes) between max/min moisture contents and high/low
water table levels for both the medium and fine grain-sizes.
Fine Sand
Surface Elevation

Medium Sand

High Water Table

Low Water Table

High Water Table

Low Water Table

5 cm

N/A*

38

N/A*

N/A**

25 cm
40 cm

42
61

58
105

37.5
424 (~7hrs)

N/A**
715 (~12hrs)

60 cm
89
185
787 (~13hrs)
1185 (~20hrs)
* In every case the surface content reached saturation before high water level
** In every case the surface moisture content reached the minimum value before low water level

water table for both grain sizes; and again the time lags are larger for the medium sand,
at the highest surface elevations.
The differences in temporal lags between the two sands are a function of the differing
hydraulic conductivity in the soil columns. Figure 4.3B illustrates that the medium sand has
lower unsaturated hydraulic conductivities than the fine sand at the same pressure head
values, particularly at the higher pressure head values; thus the increase in time lag values. This
finding corresponds well with the existing literature (Durner, 1994; Kosugi, 1999; Assouline,
2005; Tokunaga, 2009), and illustrates the physical influence of hydraulic conductivity on the
capillary flow dynamics of the sediment column with differing grain sizes.

4.4 Discussion
Taking into consideration these findings, the spatial distribution of beach moisture will
be expected to vary with differing sediment grain sizes. Figure 4.7 is a schematic representation
of the changes in the spatial coverage of the moisture content zones with an increase in grain
size from a fine to medium sand. At the 5 cm surface elevation, which is representative of the
traditional saturated/near-saturated zone conditions across the fore beach, the decrease in
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Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the changes in the spatial coverage of the cross-shore
moisture zones with an increase in grain-size from Fine (A) to Medium (B).

moisture contents with the medium-grained sand as well as the greater level of variability
between high and low moisture contents at the medium-grained sand compared to the finegrained will result in the fore beach moving from a saturated/near-saturated moisture zone
under fine-grained beach systems to more of an intermediate moisture zone. Secondly, the
traditional middle beach associated with the highly variable intermediate moisture zone,
represented by moisture conditions at the 25 cm and 40 cm surface elevations, will also
experience a dramatic decrease in spatial coverage with increasing grain size as moisture
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contents decrease and fluctuate widely between high and low values. This change is particularly
evident at the 40 cm surface elevation as the moisture content values for the medium sand
exhibit very minimal variability maintaining continuously near-dry moisture levels. Finally, the
dry zone will increase in size with the medium grained sand as the spatial coverage of the
intermediate moisture zone decreases as the back and middle beach experience drier moisture
conditions.
The differences in the development of the capillary fringe and the residual water
formation along with the variations in Haines Jump hysteresis effects between the grain sizes at
the 5 cm and 25 cm surface elevation lead to notable differences in the non-linear temporal
moisture dynamics. During high water table conditions at both the 5 cm and 25 cm surface
elevations the fine and medium sands reach a near-saturated moisture level prior to the
transition from a rising into a falling water table and remain at this saturated/near-saturated
moisture level for a period of time after the transition, however, the fine sand persists for
longer time periods at this saturated/near-saturated moisture level. During low water table
conditions, at 5 cm and 25 cm surface elevations the medium sand falls to a low moisture
content state prior to the transition from a falling to a rising water table and remains at this low
moisture state for an extended period of time. By contrast, the fine sand does not reach its
peak moisture content until after the transition into a falling water table and moisture content
immediately begins to decrease. Consequently, the medium sand exhibits shorter time periods
at saturated/near-saturated moisture conditions and longer time periods at low moisture
content values. Of note is that at the 5 cm surface elevation the medium-grained sand reaches
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it low moisture content state approximately at the same time that the fine-grained sand begins
its decrease in moisture content.
Differences in hydraulic conductivity between grain sizes will have a substantial impact
on the temporal dynamics of beach surface moisture contents, particularly across the
backbeach where the water table is deeper. Independent of grain-size, capillary water flows at
a faster rate at higher water contents (low pressure head values) than it does at lower water
contents (high pressure head values). Therefore, the moisture content at the surface will lag
significantly behind water table oscillations, and do so to a degree that increases both
proportionally and non-linearly with the elevation of the beach surface above the water table.
The observed time lag values for both of the test sands provide a clear illustration of this
concept, showing a marked increase in lag time with depth above the water table; however, the
increase is significantly larger for the medium sand than the fine sand (Table 4.1). The slower
capillary flows due to the lower hydraulic conductivities for the medium sand results in
increased time lags between maximum/minimum water table fluctuation and surface moisture
content.

4.5 Conclusion
The goal of this study was to investigate and document the influence of sediment
texture on the capillary properties of the sediment column and identify the effects of sediment
texture on the spatial and temporal development of beach surface moisture. Under the same
hydrological forcing conditions, comparison of surface moisture measurements obtained with
the two test sands revealed distinct differences in the capillary properties of the sediment
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columns. First, there is a definite decrease in the moisture content of the medium sand at each
surface elevation. The larger pores of the medium sediment exhibit less moisture retention at
any particular pressure head/surface elevation in comparison to the smaller pore spaces of the
finer sediment. This finding is in agreement with the literature and illustrates variation in the
capillary moisture retention properties between the sands. Additionally, there are
dissimilarities in the symmetry of the moisture content traces between the grain sizes at each
surface elevation. These variations in the symmetry of the moisture contents can be attributed
to differences in the hysteresis effects on the capillary dynamics of the sediment between the
various grain sizes. A distinct Haines Jump signature is present for both grain sizes; however,
the dynamics between the grain sizes exhibit very different behaviors. Lastly, for both of the
grain sizes the duration of the lag increases consistently with depth above the water table;
however, the increase in duration is significantly more drastic for the medium sand than the
fine sand, particularly at the highest surface elevations.
These differences in capillary properties were shown to have a direct effect on the
spatial and temporal dynamics of surface moisture content. The decrease in the absolute
moisture content of the medium-grained sand compared to the fine-grained sand for each
surface elevation has a notable influence on the spatial distribution of the moisture content
zones across the beach surface. With an increase in grain size from a fine sand to a medium
sand, the traditional saturated/near-saturated moisture zone associated the fore beach and the
intermediate moisture zone across the middle beach will be compressed toward the swash
zone. This results in an increase of the spatial coverage of the dry moisture zone where aeolian
processes will be at a maximum.
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The capillary properties of hysteresis and hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soils
result in significant departures in the temporal moisture content signals from water table
fluctuations. Hysteresis had a more pronounced control on the temporal moisture signal at the
shallow surface elevations whereas variations in hydraulic conductivity had a greater effect on
the temporal signal at the higher surface elevation for both test sands. However, the results
show substantial differences in the temporal dynamics between the grain sizes. At the shallow
surface elevations, associated with spatial locations across the fore beach and lower middle
beach, both test sands exhibited moisture contents that were sustained for extended periods of
time after the fluctuation transitions of the water table; yet, the medium-grained sand
maintained those moisture content levels for a shorter time periods during high water table
conditions, and over longer time periods at low water table conditions. At the higher surface
level elevations, spatially associated with the upper middle beach and back beach, both of the
grain sizes experienced moisture contents that temporally lag significantly behind water table
fluctuations. However, the medium-grained sand demonstrated momentous increases in time
lag values compared to the fine-grained sand.
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Chapter 5 -- Evaporation Dynamics at Various Shallow Surface Sediment Depths: Importance
of Soil Surface Water Availability
5.1 Introduction
The rate of evaporation from soil surfaces has traditionally been considered to
approximate the rate of evaporation from an open water surface, that is, potential evaporation
(Penman 1948; Beese et al., 1977; Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991; van de Griend and Owe, 1994).
This approach, however, lends itself to significant inaccuracies as the beach surface is generally
in a state of unsaturated moisture conditions varying significantly over both space and time
(Atherton et al., 2001; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010). As a
result, traditional methods for calculating evaporation (i.e., potential evaporation) based on
saturated surface moisture conditions overestimates actual surface evaporation. This study
seeks to address this problem through a set of field experiments designed to evaluate the
dynamics of evaporation from the beach surface, under varying moisture conditions.
A number of studies have illustrated that surface moisture and evaporation mutually
influence one another (e.g., Morton, 1985; Granger, 1989; Entekhabi et al., 1996; Wilson et al.,
1997). These studies convey that evaporation of moisture from the sand surface decreases the
moisture content, which in turn reduces the rate of actual evaporation from the surface, as
water availability is increasingly restricted. Accordingly, the actual rate soil evaporation is
recognized to respond to surface moisture conditions in three distinct stages (Holmes, 1961;
Ritchie, 1972; Idso et al., 1974; Monteith, 1981; Parlange and Katul, 1992; Wilson et al., 1997;
Aydin et al., 2005).
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Figure 5.1 depicts a conceptual model illustrating the stages of soil evaporation over
time and with depth.
1) Stage 1:
The process of soil surface evaporation in the first stage may be treated in the same way
as water surface evaporation. Thus, actual evaporation proceeds at a high constant-rate
approximating the potential evaporation rate as the sediment surface is completely saturated.
Accordingly a “wet soil layer” (WSL) extends all the way to the sediment surface and therefore
the "evaporative transformation layer” (ETL) has a thickness that is near zero as vaporization of
moisture occurs entirely at the soil surface.
2) Stage 2:
The second stage of evaporation is associated with a continual decline in the rate of
evaporation as the evaporative system transitions from being controlled by the atmosphere to
being limited by the soil moisture conditions of the sediment. Over time, moisture availability
within the ETL becomes increasing limited due to evaporative drying, and thus the rate of
vaporization will continue to decrease with time, which is the key feature of the falling-rate
stage evaporation dynamics.
3) Stage 3:
During the third stage, evaporation at the surface has reached a near-constant low-rate
phase, as vapor movement is the dominant mechanism of moisture transport through a “dry
soil layer” (DSL) to the surface. Additionally, a number of researchers have demonstrated that
the transient vaporization and condensation of moisture at the soil surface becomes an
important moisture exchange process within this third stage (e.g., Yamanaka et al., 1997;
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Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the conceptual evaporative model
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Yamanaka et al., 1998; Yamanaka and Yonetani, 1999), outlining that the DSL acts as
evaporation zone (i.e., moisture loss zone) during the day and as condensation zone (i.e.,
moisture gain zone) in the early evening and overnight hours of the day.
Based on the above model it is evident that evaporative mechanisms will vary with both
time and depth and are heavily dependent upon the moisture content of the sand surface.
Therefore, more detailed studies on the process of actual surface evaporation are necessary to
provide a deeper understanding of evaporation dynamics across the beach surface. The
objective of this study is to document the behavior of evaporation dynamics at various
sediment depths over time and evaluate these dynamics to the conceptual evaporation model.

5.2 Methods
The field experiment was conducted over the course of 5 days from August 2 nd to
August 7th, 2012 at Padre Island National Seashore, Texas, on the central Texas shore of the
Gulf of Mexico (Figure 5.2). To measure the dynamics of evaporation at the beach surface,
native beach sand was collected and put into plastic trays (6.5 cm depth by 25 cm diameter).
The plastic trays were utilized to isolate the samples from the influence of groundwater, so that
variations in moisture content could be attributed to evaporation and condensation dynamics
only.
A total of 8 trays were deployed across-shore from the berm crest to the dune toe in
four sets of measurement stations. Each set included a tray of saturated sand from the swash
zone and a tray of naturally dry dune sand (Figure 5.3). Moisture contents within each set of
sediment trays were recorded using a Delta-T moisture probe with measurement depths of 6
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Figure 5.2: Location of Padre Island National Seashore field site

Figure 5.3: Picture of the evaporation trays taken in the field. Dry tray on the left, saturated tray
on the right.
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cm and 1 cm. Measurement started in the afternoon of August 2nd and ended on the morning
of August 7th. Moisture contents of the trays were recorded at dawn, mid-morning, solar noon,
mid-afternoon, sunset, and middle night. To monitor potential evaporation during the study
period, the evaporation rate from a free water surface was measured using a standard National
Weather Service Class A evaporation pan with a Mitutoyo digimatic caliper installed within a
stilling well. Measurements of the potential evaporation rate were recorded concurrently with
the evaporation tray measurements.
Wind speed was measured with two RM Young model 12102-cup anemometers
installed at elevations of 1.5 and 4.5 m above the beach surface. A Qualimetrics model 2020
Micro Response Vane at the top of the weather tower (5 m) was used to monitor wind
direction. Air temperature and relative humidity were measured with two Campbell Scientific
HMP45C Temperature/Humidity transmitters also at elevations of 1.5 and 4.5 m. Soil
temperature was monitored with a pair of Campbell Scientific model 108 temperature sensors
buried adjacent to the weather tower at depths of 1 and 50 cm. A continuously recording rain
gage was installed to monitor precipitation; however, no rainfall was recorded during the
experiment. Finally, radiative energy budgets were monitored using a Hukseflux NR01 fourcomponent net radiometer. All weather instruments were cabled to a Campbell Scientific
CR3000 data logger and recorded at 1 hertz for 60-sec blocks spaced at 5-min intervals (Figure
5.4). Topography and instrument locations were surveyed using a Sokkia model 230-R3 total
station (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4: Measured meteorological parameters
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Figure 5.5: Topographic profile of the study site depicting location of meteorological
instruments and measurement stations

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Meteorological Parameters
Figure 5.4 shows measured solar radiation, wind speed and direction, air temperature,
relative humidity, and soil temperature over the course of the entire study period. All
parameters clearly show identifiable diurnal cycles. Solar radiation followed a simple and
expected pattern: increasing from sunrise (about 6:45 am local time) to a daily peak value at
solar noon (approximately 1:20 pm local time) with a net total of about 300 W/m 2 and then
decreasing until sunset (about 8:15 pm). The influence of cloud cover is detectable on the
fourth and fifth days of the study period (Aug 5th and 6th). On August 5th the solar radiation
signal is significantly decreased throughout the day fluctuating between nearly zero and 200
W/m2, whereas on August 6th the solar radiation signal reaches its maximum of about 300
W/m2, however, the signal oscillates quite frequently.
Wind speed variations also exhibited clear cyclic diurnal patterns, increasing in speed
throughout the late morning, peaking during the late afternoon and subsequently decreasing
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throughout the night and into the early morning hours. The general trend in wind speed is
decreasing throughout the study period, with winds speeds consistently around 6.5 m/s on the
first day (Aug 2nd) of the study and ending with wind speeds around 2.0 m/s on the morning of
the last day (Aug 6th). Wind direction was the only meteorological parameter that did not
consistently follow a diurnal cycle. Over the course of the first three days (Aug 2nd – 4th) the
wind direction maintained a steady southerly oblique on-shore direction, fluctuating between
110 and 175 . On the fourth and fifth days of the study the winds begin to fluctuate, rotating
into a northerly wind throughout the morning then switching into a southerly wind during late
afternoon and early evening hours and finally back to a northerly wind during the overnight and
early morning hours.
Air temperature increased rapidly each day reaching its daily peak value around 3:00
pm, and then decreased gradually to its daily lows around 4:00 a.m. This trend is particularly
evident over the first three days of the study period. However, on the fourth day (Aug 5 th) of
the study, air temperature maintaining a relatively consistent, albeit lower, temperature during
the day and through the night. It is clear that the variations in air temperature are driven by the
solar radiation input. Variations in air temperature can also be related to wind direction shifts.
This influence is apparent in the sudden drop in air temperatures during the early morning
hours on August 6th and 7th as cooler northwesterly air resulted in the sudden decrease in air
temperatures. Relative humidity also clearly shows diurnal cycles, which are negatively
correlated with variations of air temperature, as expected.
The temperature at the soil surface also showed a very distinct diurnal cycle, as it
increased rapidly throughout the early morning reaching its daily peak value around 2:00 in the
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afternoon. Around that time it decreased rapidly until just after sunset, when it gradually
decreased to its daily lows around sunrise. However, on the fourth day (Aug 5 th) of the study,
soil surface temperature is significantly decreased in value, fluctuating throughout the day. As
with air temperature it is clear that the variations in soil surface temperature are driven by the
solar radiation input. At a soil depth of 50 cm the sand maintains a consistent temperature of
32 C.
In general, solar radiation is the major energy source that influences the temperature
changes of the air and the soil surface. As the temperature of the soil surface responds to
energy input more rapidly than that of the air, the atmospheric pressure subsequently differs to
various degrees between them throughout the day. This pressure difference along with wind
speed and the relative humidity of the air column controls the rates of moisture transfer
between the soil surfaces and the air column, which in turn dictates the evaporation of
moisture from a surface.

5.3.2 Potential Evaporation
The potential evaporation rates throughout the study period are shown in Figure 5.6.
Rates are plotted at the midpoints of the time period they represent (specifically, a change of
0.1 mm measured from 1:45 am to 7:00 am was calculated as a rate of 0.5 mm/day and plotted
at the mid-point of 4:40 am). Since potential evaporation is heavily dictated by the
meteorological parameters it is not surprising that there is a distinguished diurnal cycle in the
potential evaporation signal. Evaporation rates increased rapidly during the early morning
hours reaching a peak in the early afternoon (approximately 3:30 pm) and then subsequently
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Figure 5.6: Measured potential evaporation rates. Rates are plotted at the mid-point of the
time period they encompass.

decreased throughout the late afternoon and early evening hours before reaching a minimum
value just before sunrise.
Over the first three days of the study period (Aug 2nd – 4th) peak evaporation rates
reached a value of ≥ 20 mm/day, however, peak evaporation rates over the final two days of
the study period (Aug 5th -6th) were markedly lower at 8 and 13 mm/day, respectively. These
results are expected based on the meteorological parameters, which depict solar radiation, air
temperature and soil temperature all having peak values during the mid-day to early afternoon
hours over the first three days; yet over the final two days of the study these values were
noticeably lower and less consistent throughout the day with frequent fluctuations in values,
which ultimately led to lower evaporation rates throughout the day.
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5.3.3 Evaporation Dynamics of the Saturated Trays
5.3.3.1 Full (0-6 cm) Sand Layer
Figure 5.7 shows the measured evaporation rates over the entire study period for the
saturated trays across the full measurement layer depth (0 to 6 cm), as well as the potential
evaporation rates. At the initial time period, the evaporation rate for the full sand layer is 22.7
mm/day, which nearly matches the potential evaporation rate at 23.4 mm/day. This finding
equates well with the literature, revealing an actual evaporation response approximating
potential evaporation for saturated/near-saturated sediments (Ritchie, 1972; Monteith, 1981;
Parlange and Katul, 1992; Aydin et al., 2005). After this initial time period, the evaporation rates
for both the full sand layer and the potential evaporation begin to drop, as expected, due to
diminishing meteorological conditions to drive the evaporative mechanics. However the
evaporation rate for the full sand layer is markedly lower over the next few hours until finally
leveling off during the evening and over night periods. Subsequently, the evaporation rates
over the course of the next few days do increase, yet at significantly lower values compared to
the potential evaporation rate, whereas during the evening and overnight hours the
evaporation rates for both systems drop to nearly zero.
The vast disparity between the evaporation rates of the full sand layer and potential
evaporation during the daytime hours is very intriguing. This finding suggests that the
evaporation dynamics for the full sand layer has transitioned out of the constant-rate stage of
Stage 1 and into a falling-rate stage of Stage 2, which implies that the moisture content of the
sand layer has dropped below the threshold for which the evaporative system can be controlled
by the meteorological parameters and is thus now being limited by the moisture conditions of
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Figure 5.7: Measured evaporation rates of the saturated trays for the full layer depth (0-6 cm)
and measured potential evaporation rates. Rates are plotted at the mid-point of the time
period they encompass.

the sand layers. This transition along with the continued yet lower evaporation rate of the full
sand layer is evidenced in the moisture content signal measured for the full 6 cm sand layer
(Figure 5.8). Notice that the moisture content for the full layer begins at a saturation level of
~42% moisture by volume and then subsequently experiences a significant drop in moisture
content down to ~36% moisture. This result is fundamentally due to the high evaporation rate
over those first few hours. After this initial time period the moisture content continues to
decrease throughout the entire study, indicating continued evaporative drying; however, at a
markedly slower rate. This finding is indicative of the falling-rate stage evaporation dynamics
within Stage 2 of the conceptual evaporation model.

5.3.3.2 Upper (0-1 cm) and Lower (1-6 cm) Sand Layers
Gaining insight into the evaporation dynamics across the top 6 cm of the sand surface is
exceedingly beneficial to improving our understanding of the beach evaporation system.
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Figure 5.8: Measured moisture content of the saturated trays for the full layer depth (0-6 cm).

However, in the context of aeolian transport systems, insight into the evaporative dynamics
directly at the sediment surface (< 1 cm) is ideal. Therefore, to provide a more holistic
understanding of the beach evaporative system the full 6 cm layer was divided into an upper (0
to 1 cm depth) and a lower (1 to 6 cm depth) sand layer. Figure 5.9 shows the measured
evaporation rates for the saturated trays at the upper and lower layers over the entire study
period. The evaporation rate at the upper layer is initially 22.4 mm/day, which equates to 99%
of the evaporation rate for the full 6 cm sand layer (22.7 mm/day), whereas the lower layer
exhibits a significantly lower evaporation rate at only 0.3 mm/day. This finding illustrates that
under saturated soil conditions, evaporation occurs directly at the soil surface with minimal
evaporation occurring below the upper surface layer. Accordingly, these findings match well
within Stage 1 of the conceptual evaporation model. Due to the saturated moisture conditions
of the sand the ETL is located directly at the upper surface layer, and thus the evaporation rate
nearly approximates the potential evaporation rate (22.4 mm/day vs. 23.4 mm/day).
Conversely, the minimal evaporation rate at the lower layer suggests that this layer is located
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Figure 5.9: Measured evaporation rates of saturated trays for the upper (0-1 cm) and lower (1-6
cm) layers. Negative evaporation rates indicate condensation of moisture. Rates are plotted at
the mid-point of the time period they encompass.

below the ETL and is situated largely within the WSL; and therefore mechanically it is primarily
transmitting moisture to the upper layer in order to replenish the evaporated moisture.
After these initial few hours the evaporation dynamics completely shift for both the
upper and lower sand layers. Figure 5.10 provides a more detailed view of the measured
evaporation rates (rates < 4 mm/day) for the upper and lower layers. At the upper layer the
evaporation rate drops immediately to a very low rate (0.02 mm/day) and consistently
maintains this low rate throughout the entirety of the study period. Additionally, there is a
small yet noticeable diurnal evaporation and condensation cycle at the upper sand layer, in
which evaporation rates throughout the day are generally greater than zero whereas during the
evening and overnight hours the upper sand layer experiences negative rates (i.e.,
condensation). The evaporation rate for the lower layer, on the other hand, immediate jumps
in value to a rate of 3.5 mm/day and then subsequently decreases throughout the first night.
Over the course of the next four days the evaporation rate exhibits a small but noticeable
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Figure 5.10: Detail view of the measured evaporation rates of saturated trays (< 4 mm/day) for
the upper (0-1 cm) and lower (1-6 cm) layers. Negative evaporation rates indicate condensation
of moisture. Rates are plotted at the mid-point of the time period they encompass.

diurnal patterns with rates rising during the early morning and peaking in the early afternoon
before decreasing to nearly zero overnight. Although the evaporation dynamics at the lower
layer exhibits a diurnal pattern there is largely a decreasing trend in the rate of evaporation
throughout the study period (note the trendline in Figure 5.10).
These results imply that both sand layers have transitioned out of Stage 1 and
immediately into Stage 3 of the evaporation model. The persistent very low rate of evaporation
as well as the diurnal cycle of evaporation and condensation at the upper layer implies that a
DSL has developed. By contrast, the immediate jump in evaporation rate after the initial time
period for the lower sand layer, along with the immediate decrease in evaporate for the upper
sand layer, suggests that the ETL has fallen below the surface and is located fully within the
lower sand layer. Furthermore, the decreasing rate of evaporation over the course of the study
period indicates that the drying front (i.e., lower boundary) of the DSL is slowly increasing in
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depth through the lower layer with time and thus the rate of evaporation of moisture is slowing
as the lower layer continues to dry.
Furthermore, these dynamics are also evidenced in the measured moisture content
signals for the upper and lower sand layers (Figure 5.11). At the upper layer the initial high rate
of evaporation produces a significant drop in moisture content, from a saturation level of ~42%
moisture by volume down to ~10% moisture by volume. After this initial drop the upper sand
layer exhibits virtually no change in moisture content over the course of the rest of the study
period. This relatively persistent moisture level is a product of the very low and consistent rate
of evaporation throughout the study period. Alternatively at the upper layer, the positive rate
of evaporation, yet drastically lower than the potential evaporation rates, produces a slow and
steady decrease in moisture content throughout the study period.

5.3.4 Evaporation Dynamics of the Dry Trays
Both the upper (0-1 cm) and lower (1-6 cm) layers exhibit a small but identifiable cycle
of evaporation and condensation (Figure 5.12). Throughout the day the sediment generally
experiences declining moisture levels, particularly in the early morning hours, and rising
moisture levels during the evening and overnight hours. The fluctuations in moisture content
are very small (+/- 0.15 - 0.66% by volume per day/night), indicating that the contribution of
atmospheric water vapor to the sand is minor. The upper level exhibits larger fluctuations in
moisture compared to the lower layer, which implies that it is more heavily influenced by the
evaporation and condensation cycle of atmospheric water vapor. However, the lower layer
does exhibit a diurnal cycle of evaporation and condensation, indicating that evaporation and
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Figure 5.11: Measured moisture contents of saturated trays for the upper (0-1 cm) and lower
(1-6cm) layers.

Figure 5.12: Measured moisture contents of the dry trays at the surface (0-1 cm) and below
surface (1-6cm) depths.

condensation dynamics can influence the moisture content of a dry sand surface to a depth of
at least 6 cm. This suggests that evaporation and condensation dynamics are important at
depth.
A number of researchers have associated diurnal fluctuations in moisture content with
the cyclic fluctuation in soil surface temperature (Hellwig, 1973; Idso et al., 1974; Hellwig, 1978;
He and Kobayashi, 1998), establishing that decreasing moisture content correlates with
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increasing soil temperature. Figure 5.13 confirms this association, illustrating that higher soil
temperatures correspond with lower moisture contents and vice versa. Regression analysis
indicates a weak but significant relationship between soil temperature and moisture content. R2
values for the upper and lower layers were 0.495 and 0.322, respectively; however, the
relationships for both sand layers were determined to be statistically significant at the 99%
confidence interval (Table 5.1). These findings correspond well with the dynamics of Stage 3 in
the conceptual evaporation model, which hypothesizes that a DSL will act as an evaporation
zone during the day as soil temperature values increase and as a condensation zone at night as
soil temperature decreases (Yamanaka et al., 1997; Yamanaka et al., 1998; Yamanaka and
Yonetani, 1999).
The measured evaporation rates at the upper and lower layers corroborate these
findings, generally showing negative evaporation rate values (i.e., condensation rates) occurring
during the evening and overnight hours and evaporation rates greater than zero throughout the
day (Figure 5.14). Peak rates in condensation average ~0.15 mm/day. However, they occur at
different times during the night between the two sand layers. At the upper layer, peak
condensation occurred before sunrise (between 1:45 am and 7:00 am local time), whereas peak
condensation rates for the lower layer occurred just before midnight local time. Peak
evaporation generally occurs during the early morning hours just after sunrise (approximately
7:00 am to 10:20 am local time) at a rate of ~0.27 mm/day on average for both sand layers.
This finding is puzzling considering that the availability of energy to drive the
evaporative system occurs during the midday to afternoon hours. However, Hellwig (1973,
1978) attributed these peaks in evaporation during the early morning hours to the “burning off”
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Figure 5.13: Relationship between measured moisture content for the upper (0-1 cm) and lower
(1-6cm) layers and soil temperature.

Table 5.1: Coefficients of Determination and Statistical Significance of the Relationship between
Soil Temperature and Moisture Content
Sediment Depth

R2 value

p-value

Upper Layer
Lower Layer

0.495
0.322

0.0028
0.0081

Figure 5.14: Measured evaporation rates of the dry trays at the surface (0-1 cm) and below
surface (1-6cm) depths. Negative evaporation rates indicate condensation of moisture. Rates
are plotted at the midpoint of the time period they encompass.
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of condensation moisture. The author found a strong correlation between evaporation rates
and the changes in the soil temperature minus air temperature value for successive measures.
In essence, after sunrise both the soil temperature and air temperature begin to increase due
to increases in the supply of solar energy; however, soil temperature increases at a much faster
rate than the air temperature and a temperature gradient between the soil and air
temperatures develops. This temperature gradient increases rapidly during the early morning
hours reaching its maximum around solar noon, upon which time the temperature gradient
begins to decrease throughout the afternoon hours as soil temperature drops yet air
temperature is still rising. Hellwig (1973, 1978) suggests that it is the rapidly increasing
temperature gradient between the soil and air temperatures during the early morning hours
that results in the high evaporation rates. Figure 5.15 confirms this correlation, illustrating that
large increases in the soil minus air temperature gradient over time (> 4 C ) correspond with
evaporation rates greater than 0.1 mm/day, which coincidently all occur during the early
morning hours (see Figure 5.14 illustrating the time of day for the evaporation rates).
Although the upper layer exhibited larger fluctuations in moisture content (see Figure
5.12), the evaporation rate signals between the upper and lower sand layers are nearly
identical (Figure 5.14). This finding is a product of the fact that the lower layer encompasses a
volume of sediment that is five times larger than the upper layer (1 to 6 cm depth vs. 0 to 1 cm
depth). The smaller changes in moisture by volume measured at the lower sand layer result in
the large changes in measured evaporation rates. Nevertheless, this finding implies that
evaporation and condensation dynamics are equally effective at depth.
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Figure 5.15: Relationship between evaporation rates for the upper (0-1 cm) and lower (1-6cm)
layers and the change value of soil minus air temperature for successive measurements.

5.4 Summary and Conclusion
The primary goal of this study was to document and evaluate the behavior of soil
surface evaporation under initial saturated and total dry moisture conditions and evaluate
these dynamics to the conceptual evaporation model. Several noteworthy findings emerge. For
the sediment trays starting with saturated sands, the evaporation dynamics for the full 6 cm
sand layer initially exhibits an evaporation rate that approximates the potential evaporation
rate (22.7 mm/day for the full layer vs. 23.4 mm/day potential evaporation rate); yet the sand
layer is only able to maintain this rate of evaporation for a few hours. After these initial few
hours the moisture content of the sand layer drops below saturated/near-saturated conditions,
upon which time the evaporation of the layer decreases to a rate significantly below that of the
potential rate. These findings fundamentally illustrate that actual sand surface evaporation
dynamics do not perpetually approximate the potential evaporation. In reality as the sand layer
dries the evaporation dynamics transitions from being controlled by the meteorological
conditions to the moisture conditions of the sand.
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This finding is extremely beneficial to improving our understanding of beach surface
evaporation dynamics; however, it does not provide us with an accurate assessment of
evaporation directly at the sand surface. Separating the full 6 cm sand layer is into an upper
surface (0 to 1 cm) layer and a lower (1 to 6 cm) illustrates that over the course of the first few
hours nearly all the evaporation occurring within the sediment trays occurs at the upper sand
layer (22.4 mm/ day at the upper layer vs. 0.3 mm/day at the lower layer). After these first few
hours, however, the evaporation rate at the upper layer drops immediately to a very low and
persistent rate of evaporation throughout the rest of the study period. By contrast, the
evaporation rate at the lower layer actually increases over the next few hours then proceeds to
slow and steady decline throughout the study period.
For the sediment trays starting under naturally dry moisture conditions, both the upper
and lower sand layers exhibit a small yet visible diurnal evaporation and condensation behavior.
Throughout the day the sand generally experiences declining moisture levels, due to
evaporation rates greater than zero, and rising moisture content levels during the overnight
hours associated with the negative evaporation rate values (i.e., condensation rates). It was
determined that the diurnal fluctuations in moisture content values correlated well with the
cyclic wave of soil surface temperatures, illustrating that moisture content values decrease with
increasing soil temperature. Additionally, peak evaporation generally occurs during the early
morning hours just after sunrise for both sand layers. Within the literature it had been
suggested that the rapidly increasing temperature gradient between the soil and air
temperatures during the early morning hours results in the high evaporation rates over this
time period. Analysis of the data confirms this correlation, illustrating that large increases in the
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soil minus air temperature gradient over time parallel with the higher evaporation rates found
throughout the early morning hours.
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Chapter 6 -- Variations in Surface Moisture Contents over Space and Time for a Fine-grained
Beach

6.1 Introduction
Beach environments theoretically represent an ideal locale to study the spatial
distribution and temporal variations of surface moisture content because they are a relatively
simple system. First, native sand on coastal beaches is often well-sorted, which means spatially
homogeneous texture, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity (relative to the complex textures of
natural soils often which tend to exhibit large spatial variability). Second, beaches usually have
sparse vegetation due to high salinity levels and frequent inundation. Finally, the beach surface
is topographically relatively uniform with low gradients.
A relatively small number of field studies have provided limited data regarding surface
moisture content at various beaches (e.g. Jackson and Nordstrom, 1997; Atherton et al., 2001;
Wiggs et al., 2004b; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2005; McKenna
Neuman and Langston, 2006; Zhu, 2007; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2008; Bauer et al., 2009;
Namikas et al., 2010). However, from these reports it is clear that beach surface moisture
content dynamics are far from simple, as surface moisture tends to be highly variable in both
time and space.
In general, the spatial and temporal patterns of beach surface moisture are controlled
by a number of factors including topography, groundwater depth, water table fluctuation
timing and magnitude, moisture retention and capillary flow properties of the sediment
column, evaporation-condensation cycles, tidal elevation and period, swash effects, and
precipitation. However, only a few of the available studies have attempted to link variations in
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surface moisture content directly with the processes responsible for those variations (e.g.,
Atherton et al., 2001; Zhu, 2007). Consequently the currently available database is not
sufficient to allow a characterization of beach moisture content that is sufficient for modeling
purposes. This study begins to address these gaps by documenting spatial and temporal
variabilities in the surface moisture content of a fine-grained beach.
The major purpose of this chapter is to 1) measure, document, and analyze the spatial
and temporal patterns of beach surface; and 2) identify the relative importance of the various
factors in controlling surface moisture variability. Variations in field-measured moisture content
were examined with regard to cross-shore and alongshore variability over time. Key processes
regulating this variability were identified, and the relationships among these processes were
further clarified.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Study Site
The experiment was conducted over the course of 12 days from January 18 - 29, 2012 at
Padre Island National Seashore, Texas, on the central Texas coast of the Gulf of Mexico (Figure
6.1). The native sediment is predominately very well sorted fine to very fine quartz, with a
mean grain size of approximately 0.13 mm (2.94 phi). The beach environment was
approximately 65 m wide with small coppice dunes extending into the backbeach roughly 10 m
from an established 2 m high foredune. The central Texas coast experiences a micro tidal range
(typically 0.3-0.8 m), with mixed but predominately diurnal tidal cycles (Weise and White,
1991).
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Figure 6.1: Location of Padre Island National Seashore field site.
6.2.2 Field Experiment
To document the spatial and temporal variability in beach surface moisture, a grid of
measurement lines was established across the beach surface extending from the dune toe to
the fore beach (Figure 6.2). The grid was comprised of 12 along-shore lines spaced at various
intervals (from 2.5 m to 5 m) in the cross-shore direction. Each along-shore line included five
measurement locations spaced at 5 m intervals. The lines are designated as L1 to L12, with L1
located adjacent to the dune toe in association with groundwater well W1 and L12 located 15
m seaward of well W4. Surface moisture contents were recorded using a Delta-T Theta soil
moisture probe modified to collect surface moisture contents to a depth of 1.0 cm (Schmutz
and Namikas, 2011). Moisture contents were recorded at dawn, mid-morning, solar noon, midafternoon, sunset, and middle night. During high tide, the most seaward lines of the grid were
often submersed by swash. It was presumed that the sediment was saturated and
measurements were not collected. The infrequent measurement schedule of surface moisture
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Figure 6.2: Three-dimensional overview of study area showing the surface moisture
measurement lines (L1-L12), groundwater wells (W1-W4) and sensor locations. Cross-shore
distance is relative to mean sea level (MSL = 0).

contents reflects in part the expected rates of change in surface moisture content, but is also
partly intended to minimize the small but cumulative surface disruption that results from probe
insertion.
Water table depth and fluctuations were monitored using four groundwater wells
installed along a shore-perpendicular transect extending from the berm crest across the middle
beach area to the backbeach. The wells were located at distances of 60, 45, 37.5, and 25 m
landward of mean sea level, and were designated as wells W1 to W4 (Figure 6.2). The wells
consisted of perforated 10 cm diameter circular PVC pipe to allow free water flow. They were
screened with fine nylon mesh to prevent the entrance of sand. Pressure transducers (PTs)
(Global Water WL400 series and KPSI 730 series) were installed at the bottom of each well to
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monitor water level fluctuations (Figure 6.3). Tidal oscillation were monitored initially using a
Global Water WL400 series pressure transducer attached to an iron stake that was inserted
deep into sand within the surf zone about 50 m seaward of the berm crest. However, the PT
failed on the second day of measurement and tidal fluctuations were obtained from a National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Association (NOAA) tide gauge at Bob Hall Pier (Figure 6.4), located
approximately 10 km north of the study site. Previous work at Padre Island National Seashore
has found that the tidal data collected at this station correlates almost perfectly with local
measurements.
Potential evaporation above a free water surface was measured using a standard
National Weather Service Class A evaporation pan with a Mitutoyo digimatic caliper installed
within a stilling well to measure the elevation of the water surface. Measurements of the
reference evaporation pan were recorded concurrent to the surface moisture measurement
readings (Figure 6.5).

Figure 6.3: Water table depth and fluctuation for each of the four groundwater wells.
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Figure 6.4: Tidal level and fluctuation magnitude

Figure 6.5: Measured potential evaporation rates. Rates are plotted at the midpoint of the time
period they encompass. Negative rates are distinguished with a red square.

Wind speed was measured with three RM Young model 12102-cup anemometers
installed at elevations of 1, 2.11 and 4.45 m above the beach surface. A Qualimetrics model
2020 Micro Response Vane at the top of the weather tower (5 m) was used to monitor wind
direction. Air temperature and relative humidity were measured using two Campbell Scientific
HMP45C temperature/humidity transmitters installed at elevations of 1 and 4.45 m above the
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beach surface. To measure soil temperature a pair of Campbell Scientific model 108
temperature sensors was buried adjacent to the weather tower at depths of 1 and 20 cm below
the surface. Additionally, a continuously recording rain gauge was installed to monitor
precipitation; however, no rainfall was recorded during the experiment. Finally, shortwave and
longwave radiation were monitored using a Hukseflux NR01 four-component net radiometer.
All instruments were cabled to a Campbell Scientific CR3000 data logger and recorded at 1 hertz
for 60-sec blocks spaced at 5-min intervals (Figure 6.6).

6.2.3 Moisture Retention Curves and Hydraulic Conductivity
The moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves are given by the
analytical form of the soil hydraulic functions proposed by van Genuchten (1980):

[1]

in which, θr and θs denote the residual and saturated water contents, respectively, α and n are
empirical parameters, m = 1-(1/n), Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, Θ is the effective
degree of saturation, and λ is a pore connectivity parameter derived by Mualem (1976) to equal
0.5. To designate the main drying and wetting main boundary moisture retention and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves, the function parameters θr, θs, α, n, m, and Ks are
denoted with superscripts d and w to indicate either a drying or wetting curve, respectively.
Based on moisture content measurements collected at the measurement lines
corresponding with the four groundwater wells, the main drying and wetting moisture
retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves were constructed (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.6: Measured meteorological parameters.
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Figure 6.6 cont.: Measured meteorological parameters.
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Figure 6.7: Measured volumetric moisture content and the calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying moisture
retention curves (A) as well as the calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
curves (B). The pressure head is equivalent to the height of the surface above the water table.
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6.3 Results and Discussion
6.3.1 Potential Evaporation
The potential evaporation rates throughout the study period are shown in Figure 6.5.
Rates are plotted at the midpoints of the time period they represent (i.e., a change of 0.1 mm
measured from 3:00 am to 7:00 am was calculated as a rate of 0.5 mm/day and plotted at the
midpoint of 5:30 am). The data show a distinguished diurnal cycle in the potential evaporation
signal with rates increasing rapidly during the early morning hours, reaching a peak in the early
afternoon (approximately 3:30 pm) and the subsequently decreasing throughout the late
afternoon into the evening hours occasionally exhibiting negative rates overnight.
Over the first seven days of the study period (Jan 18 – 24), the evaporation rate cycle
remained fairly consistent with peak rates around 5-6 mm/day. There was however, a slight
decrease in peak rates over the last 3 days of this period (Jan 22 – 24). On January 25th, the
peak evaporation rate increased markedly and continued at these higher vales (>10 mm/day)
throughout the rest of the study period.
These results correlate well the observed meteorological parameters (Figure 6.6). Net
radiation values were slightly higher during the first four days compared to the next three days,
which subsequently facilitated the slightly lower potential evaporation values on January 22 nd,
23rd and 24th. The increased potential evaporation rates from the 25th through the 29th can be
attributed to the substantial increase in net radiation values compared to the previous seven
days. The radiation values do not, however, account for the notable spikes in evaporation rate
on the 25th and 28th. Yet, the higher wind speeds during these two days, consistently exceeding
10 m/s, would have greatly aided in evaporating moisture from the evaporation pan. The
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strongest wind speed at any other time during the study period was ~8 m/s during the early
morning hours of January 20th.
Although negative evaporation rates did not occur every night, condensation could have
occurred if the surface temperature had dropped below the dew point temperature. Figure 6.6
shows that overnight surface temperatures are near (~1 above) or drop below air temperature
values and with relatively consistent relative humidity values at 90% to 95%, condensation
would have occurred.

6.3.2 Spatial Variations in Surface Moisture
Figure 6.8 plots the minimum, maximum, median, lower quartile, and upper quartile
values for all records of volumetric moisture contents in each of the alongshore measurement
lines. The whiskers bounding each box indicate the minimum and maximum recorded values,
the box is bounded by the lower and upper quartiles of all records, and the line in the box
indicates the median of all measurements. The heights of the boxes provide a good indication
of the characteristic variability in moisture content observed at each line. It shows that lines L1L3 and L10-L12 have very low variability (<2%), whereas lines L4-L7 have a slightly higher
variability (4-7%) and lines L8 and L9 have the highest variability at 14% and 18%, respectively.
This finding occurs because line L8 and L9 are located seaward of L4-L7 and therefore
experience larger groundwater fluctuation amplitudes (W4 is collocated with L9, whereas W2
and W3 are collocated with L4 and L6), thus resulting in the larger variations in moisture
content. The data also reveals that lines L1-L9 have median values (≤25%), which are
substantially smaller than lines L10-L12 (>40%). This finding is a consequence of the location
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Figure 6.8: Box-Whisker plot of surface moisture content for each measurement lines. The
whiskers bounding each box indicate the minimum and maximum recorded values, the box is
defined by the lower and upper quartiles of all records, and the line in the box indicates the
median of all measurements.

of the berm crest relative to the measurement lines. The berm crest is located at 22 m from the
mean sea level shoreline, falling between lines L9 (25 m) and L10 (20 m). Consequently,
measurement lines L10-L12 were consistently subjected to swash effects, resulting in the higher
surface moisture contents.
Based on the variability shown within the lines, the beach can be characterized spatially
in terms of three distinct cross-shore moisture zones (Figure 6.9). The first zone is a low
variability saturated/near saturated zone across the fore beach (L10-L12; 0-20 m). Here the
beach surface is often submerged during high tide conditions due to swash effects, obviously
leading to saturated moisture levels. However, during low tide conditions the beach surface will
remain at saturated/near saturated moisture levels due to the presence of the capillary fringe,
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Figure 6.9: Moisture content variability during the maximum (A) and minimum (B) water table
elevations. Dashed lines represent the delineation between the wet, variable, and dry moisture
zones. Contour lines are spaced at intervals of 2% moisture by volume.

a saturated sediment layer above the water table (Horn, 2002). At this study site the height of
the capillary fringe above the water table is approximately 30 cm (Figure 6.7A, see the VGDrying Curve). As a result, surface moisture contents across the fore beach remain high (>40%)
with very little change.
Second, a highly variable moisture zone exists across the middle beach (L4-L9; 25-45 m),
where moisture contents ranged from a low of 3% up to saturation at 45%. The groundwater
table across the middle beach ranges from a depth of less than 5 cm to 80 cm below the beach
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surface (Figure 6.3, see Well 2, Well 3 and Well 4). Accordingly, the beach surface will exhibit
pressure head values, which were located in the ‘flatter’ middle part of the moisture retention
profile (Figure 6.7A, see L4, L6, L9). As a result, the moisture gradient is sharp and decreases
landward, as any change in the position of the water table leads to large changes in surface
moisture content. Accordingly, the middle beach exhibits the largest variations in surface
moisture contents.
Lastly, a continuously dry zone exists across the back beach (L1-L3; 50-60 m) adjacent to
the foredune, where moisture levels are very low at <2%. At the back beach, the water table is
relatively far below the surface and fluctuations of the water table are of small amplitudes (see
Figure 6.3, Well 1). As a result, surface moisture contents are very stable with minimal change
in moisture content as the beach surface is located in the upper steep ends of the moisture
retention profile (See Figure 6.7A, L1).
Aeolian transport is restricted primarily to areas across the beach surface where
moisture contents are less than 4% (Azizov, 1977; McKenna Neuman and Langston, 2003; Wiggs
et al., 2004a; Davidson-Arnott et al., 2008). Thus, an understanding of the spatial dynamics of
the beach surface is vital to determining the available source areas and fetch widths for
sediment transport. Results suggest that aeolian transport would occur predominantly across
the dry back beach zone as well as in the landward portions of middle beach zone when
moisture contents are low, extending spatially ~20 m seaward from the fore dune.
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6.3.3 Temporal Variations in Surface Moisture
Figure 6.10 shows a time-series of moisture contents for measurement lines L1 through
L12. Several trends in the temporal signal of beach surface moisture content are clearly over
both long-term (multi-day) and short-term (daily) temporal variants. Across the long-term there
are distinct deviations in the ranges of moisture contents throughout the study period over
multi-day intervals. At daily time scales, moisture contents at all measurement lines display
well-defined diurnal cycles throughout the entire field experiment.

6.3.3.1 Long-term (Multi-day) Temporal Scale
There are distinct deviations in the ranges of moisture contents throughout the study
period over multi-day intervals. Surface moisture contents throughout the first 72 hours
experienced the largest fluctuation range. Over the next 78 hours (hour 80-158) there was a
noticeable decrease in the fluctuation range, which was followed by a spike, drop, and
subsequent spike in moisture contents (hour 158-182) before steadily declining for the next 27
hours (hour 182-209). Finally, over the last 72 hours, of the experiment surface moisture
content exhibited the smallest fluctuating range (Figure 6.10).
These variations in surface moisture content are associated with the lunar spring/neap
tidal cycle, which heavily regulated the amplitude signal of the beach groundwater. Figure 6.11
illustrates that each of the four groundwater wells has distinct multi-day patterns in their
fluctuation signals over the durations of the field experiment, which coincide with the lunar
tidal cycle. Subsequently, there are four distinct patterns in the groundwater signal: 1) a large
fluctuation range associated with a spring tidal cycle (hours 8-80); 2) a diminishing/falling water
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Figure 6.10: Time-series of measured surface moisture contents for each measurement line L1L12.
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Figure 6.11: Water table depth and fluctuation magnitude for each of the four groundwater
wells, and tidal level and fluctuation magnitude.

table range as the system transitions out of the full spring tide (hours 80-158); 3) a noted
increase in the water table (hours 158-209), which can be attributed a swash/wave set-up
period produced by strong onshore winds (see Figure 6.6, hours 160-190); and finally 4) a very
small fluctuation range under a neap tidal cycle (hours 209-281).
Figure 6.12 plots the minimum, maximum, median, lower quartile, and upper quartile
values for each of the alongshore moisture content measurement lines categorized by the key
influence on groundwater signals (i.e., spring tide, falling tide, wave set-up, and neap tide) for
each of the three moisture zones (dry, variable, wet). The data illustrate that the different
moisture zones exhibit quite different ranges of moisture content with relation to the larger
tidal/groundwater fluctuation stages. The wet zone (L10-L12) and dry zone (L1-L3) remained
relatively stable independent of the various groundwater controls, with very little change in
moisture content. As expected, differences in surface moisture variability associated with the
different groundwater controls are most evident in the variable zone (L4-L9). This zone is
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Figure 6.12: Box-Whisker plot of surface moisture content for each measurement lines
categorized by the key groundwater signals (i.e., spring tide, falling tide, wave set-up, and neap
tide) for each of the three moisture zones (dry, variable, wet).
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located in the ‘flatter’ section of the moisture retention profile, and therefore variations in
groundwater fluctuations associated with the different controlling groundwater factors results
in marked deviations in the moisture content variability at the surface. At L4 (45 m) moisture
content exhibited markedly less variability during the various tide stages compared to the other
measurement lines. This finding is not surprising as the line borders the dry zone. Furthermore,
there is a noticeable decrease in the moisture contents (max/min, mean, and inter-quartile
range) associated with the decrease in groundwater fluctuation from the spring to neap tide, at
all measurement lines. This transition is interrupted by the wave set-up period, where moisture
contents (max/min, mean, and inter-quartile range) approximate the spring tide conditions.

6.3.3.2 Short-term (Daily) Temporal Scale
Moisture contents at all measurement lines display well-defined diurnal cycles
throughout the entire field experiment (Figure 6.10). Maximum and minimum moisture
contents at measurement lines L1-L3 consistently occurred during the overnight and late
afternoon, respectively. Lines L4-L12, on the other hand, generally exhibited peak moisture
contents in the late afternoon to early evening with low moisture content values occurring
during the morning. Fundamentally, the variance in the diurnal signal between the
measurement lines may imply different controlling processes.
For this study site, groundwater fluctuations have a period of ~25.25 hours, very close to
the 24-hour diurnal evaporation-condensation cycle. However, comparison of the groundwater
fluctuations with the observed potential evaporation rates reveals that the processes primarily
acted in opposition throughout the study period (Figure 6.13). Higher potential evaporation
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Figure 6.13: Time-series comparison of groundwater fluctuation and potential evaporation rate.

rates tend to approximately coincide with higher groundwater levels whereas low or negative
evaporation rates generally correspond with lower groundwater levels. Accordingly, this finding
implies that an assessment of the correlation of each process with surface moisture content
would demonstrate their relative strength of influence.
Figure 6.14 shows a time-series of moisture contents for measurement lines L1, L4, L6,
and L9 superimposed with the water table fluctuations from each of the corresponding
groundwater wells W1-W4 to those measurement lines. Results depict a noticeable disparity
between surface moisture content and the groundwater cycle at L1/W1. Moisture content
fluctuations exhibited a distinct diurnal periodicity, with maximum values consistently occurring
during the early morning hours and minimum values during the late afternoon. In comparison,
groundwater fluctuations showed no such regularity, with maximum and minimum values
shifting each day. Furthermore, it is worth reiterating that the moisture content at this line did
not exhibit any variability corresponding with the four groundwater control periods. These
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Figure 6.14: Time-series of measured surface moisture content at L1, L4, L6, and L9, and the
groundwater elevations at W1, W2, W3, and W4.
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findings imply that at L1 the groundwater table has no significant influence on controlling
moisture content variations.
Surface moisture content at L1, however, corresponds much more closely with the
observed potential evaporation rates measured from the evaporation pan. Figure 6.15 shows a
clear decrease in moisture content associated with increases in potential evaporation rates.
Note that the evaporation rates in Figure 6.15 are plotted in descending order to emphasize the
agreement. Throughout the day the beach surface exhibited a drop in moisture content values
as potential evaporation rates increase whereas during the overnight hours the sand surface
experienced an increase in moisture as potential evaporation rates fell to near or below zero
values. This finding corresponds well with the evaporation-condensation dynamics outlined for
a dry soil layer (DSL) in Stage 3 of the conceptual evaporation model, delineated in Chapter 1.
The model dictates that under dry soil conditions, the surface layer primarily acts as an
evaporation zone during the day, leading to a decrease in moisture content associated with
high potential evaporation rates, and as a condensation zone during the overnight hours,
facilitating an increase in moisture due to very low and/or negative potential evaporation rates
(Yamanaka et al., 1997; Yamanaka et al., 1998; Yamanaka and Yonetani, 1999).
An evaluation of the relationship between surface moisture content, groundwater level,
and potential evaporation rate at L4, L6, and L9 reveals that beach surface moisture contents
have a much stronger correlation to fluctuations in groundwater level compared to potential
evaporation. Surface moisture content at L4, L6, and L9 approximate the groundwater
fluctuations (Figure 6.14). However, they are markedly out of phase with the observed
potential evaporation rates measured from the evaporation pan (Figure 6.15). Again note that
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Figure 6.15: Time-series comparison of measured surface moisture content at L1, L4, L6, and L9,
and potential evaporation rates.
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the evaporation rates in Figure 6.15 are plotted in descending order to emphasize agreement,
or in this instance the lack of agreement.
Linear regression of measured moisture content against groundwater level and
evaporation rates further demonstrates that surface moisture content at L1 has no significant
relationship to groundwater depth, whereas moisture contents lines L4, L6, and L9 strongly
correlate to the groundwater depth (Figure 6.16). Additionally, there is no significant
relationship between surface moisture content and potential evaporation rates at L4, L6, and
L9; however, measurement line L1 demonstrates a clear connection showing moisture content
values decreasing with increasing potential evaporation rates (Figure 6.17). Although the R 2
value is relatively low at 0.39, the relationship was determined to be statistically significant at
the 99% confidence interval.

6.3.4 Hysteresis and Time Lags in Capillary Transport
The date clearly demonstrates that groundwater dynamics strongly control surface
moisture content at L9, L6, and L4. However, the moisture content signals do not exactly sync
with water table rise and fall. Although it is difficult to visualize from the time-series charts
(Figure 6.14), due to the intermittent nature of the surface measurements, the moisture
content signals are skewed relative to the rate of groundwater recharge and depletion,
exhibiting moisture contents that remain steady for an extended period of time following the
transitions of both high and low water table conditions. These variations can be attributed to
the hysteretic nature of capillary flow processes during the wetting and drying sequences.
During the study period, the beach system experienced a number of drying and wetting
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Figure 6.16: Relationship between measured surface moisture content at L1, L4, L6, and L9, and
the groundwater depth at W1, W2, W3, and W4.
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Figure 6.17: Relationship between measured surface moisture content at L1, L4, L6, and L9, and
potential evaporation rates.
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capillary water flow cycles associated with fluctuations in the water table. Chapter 2 illustrated
that a simple and efficient way to assess the hysteretic influence of these drying and wetting
cycles on surface moisture is through evaluation of a sequence of water flow scanning loops.
When a wetted soil begins to drain, or when a dry soil column is rewetted, the relation between
the pressure head and the soil moisture content follows some intermediate moisture retention
curve as it moves through the wetting or drying processes. Such intermediate retention curves
are called scanning curves and a sequence of these wetting and drying scanning curves form a
scanning loop (Childs and Poulovassilis, 1962; Poulovassilis, 1962). The scanning loops illustrate
hysteresis effects by depicting higher moisture contents occurring during the drying sequence
than during the wetting sequence. Therefore, the strength of the hysteretic signal is relative to
the range in moisture content values at any given pressure head. The larger the moisture
content range, the stronger the influence of hysteresis on surface moisture dynamics.
Figure 6.18 shows the sequence of scanning loops for L4, L6, and L9 separated into the
three tidal stages (spring, falling, and neap). The data demonstrate two basic principles of
hysteresis in capillary transport. The first is that hysteresis decreases with increasing pressure
head. This is clearly evident in comparing the decrease in the range of moisture content at a
given pressure head from L4 to L6 to L9. Secondly, hysteresis is positively correlated with the
magnitude of water table fluctuation decrease. It is readily apparent that at each of the
measurement lines the hysteretic signal decreases moving from the spring to the neap
situation.
These findings indicate that the effect of hysteresis on surface moisture will vary
substantially over both space and time. At L9, for example, surface moisture during spring tide
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Figure 6.18: Illustration depicting the water flow-scanning loops for measurement lines L4, L6,
and L9 separated by the key groundwater signals (i.e., spring tide, falling tide, wave set-up, and
neap tide). Also shown are the calculated wetting and drying boundary curves.
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can differ by as much as 20% between the wetting and drying stages. With the smaller water
fluctuations associated with neap tide, the difference in moisture content is reduced to about
5%. Moving landward, the moisture content difference between the wetting and drying phases
decreases considerably, being reduced by 50-60% at L6 and 90-95% at L4 from the spring to
neap situations.
In addition to hysteresis effects, there is also a temporal lag in maximum and minimum
moisture contents compared to the maximum and minimum water table elevation cycles. Table
6.1 illustrates the average time lags between the measured maximum and minimum moisture
contents and the associated high and low water table levels for the spring and falling stages.
The neap stage was omitted as clear time lag values could not be identified due to the small
groundwater fluctuation range. It should be noted that due to the intermittent nature of the
surface moisture measurements the true time of maximum and minimum surface moisture are
not known precisely. Nevertheless, three patterns are apparent in regard to the time lag
behavior. First, the duration of the lag increased with distance from the shoreline. This is clearly
evident in comparing the increase in lag from L9 to L6 to L4. Second, the time lags at low water
table are larger than at high water table; and finally, the duration of the lag increased with
decreasing tidal range.
These findings are a function of the hydraulic conductivity of the soil profile (Raats,
1992; Durner, 1994; Kosugi, 1999; Assouline 2005, Tokunaga, 2009). Figure 6.7B illustrates that
hydraulic conductivity decreases with increasing pressure head as well as shows that lower
conductivity values occur during the wetting compared to the drying stage at the same pressure
head. Accordingly, slower capillary transport will occur after the transitions from a low water
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Table 6.1: Average time lags (hours) between max/min moisture contents and high/low water
table levels for each of the spring and falling groundwater signals.
Measurement
Lines
L4
L6

Groundwater Signals
Spring
Falling
High WT
Low WT
High WT
Low WT
1.5
0.75

2.75
2

2
1.5

3.25
2.25

L9
N/A*
1.25
1
1.5
* In every case the surface content reached saturation before high water and remained saturated for some time
afterwards.

table (i.e., wetting conditions) and at greater water table depths. These findings, will thus result
in larger temporal lags in surface moisture content occurring during low water conditions
across the middle and back beach areas, due to their greater groundwater depths at L4, and
under smaller tidal fluctuation conditions.
Furthermore, during the spring stage at line L9, moisture contents reached peak levels
prior to maximum groundwater level occurring. This observation can be attributed to the
development of a saturated capillary fringe extending approximately 12-15 cm above the water
table during the wetting sequence (Figure 6.7A). In effect, as the water table rises within the
sediment column, the development of the capillary fringe saturates the surface layer prior to
the maximum water level occurring.

6.4 Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter was to measure, document, and analyze the spatial and
temporal patterns of beach surface moisture and to identify the relative importance of the
various factors controlling surface moisture variability. Results from this chapter indicate that
the spatio-temporal distribution of beach surface moisture is primarily a function of the relative
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strength between the beach groundwater dynamics (i.e., depth and fluctuation magnitude) and
evaporation-condensation processes, over space and time. Spatially, the relative strength of the
groundwater system weakens moving landward into the back beach, as both the depth of
water table increases and the amplitude of water table fluctuations decreases. The basic
patterns that emerges from this is that of a cross-shore gradient with moisture levels typically
at or near saturation adjacent to the swash zone and decreasing in the landward direction to
become nearly or fully dry approaching the base of the foredune.
Temporally, the data revealed several trends in the beach surface moisture content
signal over long-term (multi-day) and short-term (daily) variants. Over the long-term there are
distinct deviations in the ranges of moisture contents throughout the study period, which are
associated with the lunar tidal cycle: spring, falling, wave set-up, and neap. Results categorizing
the influence of the various tidal/groundwater stages (i.e., spring tide, falling tide, wave set-up,
and neap tide) for each of the three spatial moisture zones (dry, variable, wet) illustrate that
the different moisture zones exhibit quite different ranges of moisture content in relation to
the larger tidal/groundwater fluctuation stages.
At short-term (daily) time scales, moisture contents at all measurement lines display
well-defined diurnal cycles throughout the entire field experiment. However, there are two
distinct temporal trends in the cyclical diurnal signals, which implies different controlling
processes. Results indicated that across the fore beach and middle beach areas the influence of
the groundwater table is the primary control on beach surface moisture content. However, the
relative strength of the groundwater system weakens moving landward into the back beach.
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Consequently, the role of evaporation-condensation processes increases, becoming the
primarily influence controlling surface moisture content across the back beach.
The basic distribution pattern in beach surface moisture content that develops from
these relationships reveals a continuously wet zone across the fore beach with saturated/nearsaturated moisture levels, a dry zone across the back beach where surface moisture content
were persistently below 2%, and a highly variable zone throughout the middle beach where
moisture content varied significantly ranging from saturation to near dry levels at <5%. These
findings correspond well with the literature regarding the spatial and temporal dynamics of
beach surface moisture (e.g., Atherton et al., 2001; Wiggs et al., 2004b; Yang and DavidsonArnott, 2005; Zhu, 2007; Bauer et al., 2009; Namikas et al., 2010).
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Chapter 7 -- Modeling Surface Moisture Content over Space and Time for a Fine-grained
Beach

7.1 Introduction
A key uncertainty in modeling beach-dune interaction and dune development lies in the
representation of spatial and temporal variations in beach surface moisture content (Jackson
and Nordstrom, 1997; Wiggs et al., 2004b; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; McKenna Neuman
and Langston, 2006; Zhu, 2007, Namikas et al., 2010). A number of recent studies have
investigated variability in beach surface moisture content (e.g., Jackson and Nordstrom, 1998;
Sherman et al., 1998; Atherton et al., 2001; Yang and Davidson-Arnott, 2005; Zhu, 2007; Bauer
et al., 2009; Namikas et al., 2010). However, a practical method to model or simulate the
considerable spatial and temporal variability in surface moisture revealed by these studies
remains to be developed. This is due in part to the fact that surface moisture dynamics of the
beach system are controlled by complex coupled interactions between multiple input and
output processes, which can exhibit large variability over short temporal scales (minutes to
hours) and small spatial scales (meters).
Although the importance of this coupled interaction on beach surface moisture
dynamics has been noted and discussed by several researchers (e.g. Jackson and Nordstrom,
1998; Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010), only Zhu (2007) attempted to examine and model the
complex spatial and temporal variability that characterizes the surface moisture content of real
beaches. And that study excluded a number of key hydrological factors, such as hysteresis and
steady-state capillary flow; which contributed to significant overestimation of predicted surface
moisture contents. This inability to model beach surface moisture in a realistic manner is one of
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the most significant limitations hindering the development of aeolian sediment transport
models. In light of this, the objectives of the present study are to 1) investigate the
interrelationships between evaporation, groundwater fluctuations, and soil moisture contents;
and 2) assess the viability and accuracy of hysteresis based capillary flow and evaporation
models to simulate spatial and temporal variations in surface moisture.

7.2 Hysteretic Surface Moisture Content Model
Surface moisture contents were modeled using hysteretic capillary water flow
simulations via the HYDRUS-1D software program developed by Šimůnek et al. (1998). HYDRUS
calculates hysteretic water flow in the sediment profile by numerically solving the empirically
derived hysteretic function developed by Scott et al. (1984) and modified by Vogel et al. (1996)
to incorporate hysteresis in the hydraulic conductivity function.
The procedure requires that both the main drying and wetting boundary moisture
retention curves (θd(h) and θw(h)) and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves (Kd(h) and
Kw(h)) are known. Once the soil hydraulic functions have been ascertained the model
implements a scaling procedure designed to simplify variability in unsaturated soil hydraulic
properties in the direction of flow. The model represents the variability in the hydraulic
properties of a given soil profile through a set of scaling transformations, which relate the soil
hydraulic characteristics (θ(h) and K(h)) to reference characteristics (θ*(h) and K*(h)). The
moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves are thus described as follows:
[7.1]
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and
[7.2]
in which, αθ and αK are mutually independent scaling factors for the water content and the
hydraulic conductivity, respectively. The technique is based on the ‘similar media concept’
introduced by Miller and Miller (1956) for porous media.
Evaporation dynamics are incorporated into the model within HYDRUS via a systemdependent condition at the upper boundary, which is obtained by limiting the absolute value of
the flux by the following condition:
[7.3]
where E is the evaporation rate at the upper boundary. For a more detailed description of the
hysteretic capillary water flow model and the implementation of evaporation into the model
see Šimůnek et al. (1998).

7.3 Data Analysis
7.3.1 Moisture Retention Curves and Hydraulic Conductivity
Although a number of soil hydraulic models are available within HYDRUS (e.g., Brooks
and Corey, 1964; van Genuchten, 1980; Vogel and Císlerová, 1988; Durner, 1994; Kosugi, 1996),
the analytical form of the soil hydraulic functions by van Genuchten (1980) was shown to work
well with the beach sand from Padre Island National Seashore (Schmutz and Namikas, 2013).
The expressions of van Genuchten (1980) are given by:
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[7.4]

in which, θr and θs denote the residual and saturated water contents, respectively, α is an
empirical parameter denoting the inverse of the air-entry value, n is an empirical parameter
representing the pore-size distribution index of the soil profile, m = 1-(1/n), Ks is the saturated
hydraulic conductivity, Θ is the effective degree of saturation [ = ( θ - θr)/(θr - θs)], and λ is a pore
connectivity parameter derived by Mualem (1976) to equal 0.5. To designate the main drying
and wetting main boundary moisture retention and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves,
the function parameters θr, θs, α, n, m, and Ks are denoted with superscripts d and w to indicate
either a drying or wetting curve, respectively. Additionally, the following restrictions are
expected to hold in most practical soil profile applications: θr d = θrw, αd ≤ αw, nd = nw, and Ks d =
w

Ks .
Based on the measured surface moisture contents and groundwater pressure head data
collected at the collocated measurement lines and groundwater wells, the main drying, θd(h),
and wetting, θw(h) moisture retention and main drying, Kd(h), and wetting, Kw(h) unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity curves were constructed. Figure 7.1 shows the calculated curves for the
Padre Island beach sand, where θr = 0.001 cm3/cm3, θs = 0.4482 cm3/cm3, αd = 0.0189, αw =
0.0256, n = 4.781, m = 0.7908 and Ks = 30.68 cm/hr.

7.3.2 Evaporation at the Soil Surface
Chapter 5 illustrated that actual sand surface evaporation dynamics do not consistently
approximate the potential evaporation rate. However, direct measurement of actual soil
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Figure 7.1: Measured volumetric surface moisture contents and the calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying
moisture retention curves (A). The calculated van Genuchten (1980) boundary wetting and drying unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
curves (B). The pressure head is equivalent to the height of the surface above the water table.
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surface evaporation is extremely difficult, and not possible without substantially impacting
other components of the system that are of critical interest to this study (i.e., a lysimeter would
require interference with capillary inputs). Nevertheless, previous work has established that
actual soil evaporation is a function of potential evaporation and soil surface moisture content
(Mahfouf and Noilhan, 1991; van de Griend and Owe, 1994; Gavin and Agnew, 2000; Zhu and
Mohanty, 2002; Aluwihare and Watanabe 2003; Aydin et al., 2005). According to Mahfouf and
Noilhan (1991) evaporation from a bare soil (Eb) can be calculated as a function of potential
evaporation with adjustments for surface moisture content:
[7.5]
where σv is the fraction of vegetation cover (equal to 0 for a bare soil such as beach sand), Ep is
the potential evaporation, and β the moisture availability, given as:
[7.6]
where θr is the residual water content, θs is the saturation water content, θfc is the field capacity
water content, and θ is the measured water content. This approach will be adapted here in to
determine the evaporation rate of the soil surface.

7.3.3 Interpolation of Groundwater Elevation
Since groundwater elevation was not measured at lines L12, L11, L10, L8, L7, L5, L3, and
L2, water table depth at these locations was interpolated from the measured tidal and available
groundwater well data. The interpolation processes involved plotting the tidal and groundwater
elevations at hourly intervals and fitting a polynomial curves to the data. Water table depths at
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each of the other lines were determined from the best-fit equations. Figure 7.2 provides an
example of the interpolation process for hours 8, 99, and 251.

Figure 7.2: Graphic illustrating the interpolation processes for calculating water table depth for
the lines L12, L11, L10, L8, L7, L5, L3, and L2.

7.4 Results
7.4.1 Comparison of Measured and Simulated Surface Moisture Contents
To assess the ability of the hysteretic model to reproduce measured surface moisture, a
time series of the simulated surface moisture content (with and without the evaporation signal)
was plotted against surface moisture contents measured at Lines 1-12 (Figure 7.3). It is clear
that the inclusion of evaporation only influences the results for lines L1-L4. The greatest level of
influence occurred at lines L1-L3. The simulations not employing evaporation depart radically
from the measured surface moisture contents. The inclusion of evaporation provides significant
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Figure 7.3: Time series of field measured surface moisture contents vs. simulated surface moisture contents both with and without
evaporation for line 1 (landward) to line 12 (seaward). For lines 5-12 the two simulations are virtually identical and cannot be
distinguished.
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Figure 7.3: Continued.
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improvement in predicted surface moisture content, both in the fluctuation range and
temporally over the diurnal evaporation and condensation cycle, as simulations are able to
accurately predict measured values. This finding confirms the results of Chapter 6, which
suggested that surface moisture content at these lines is controlled by evaporationcondensation processes with little influence from the groundwater table. At measurement line
L4, the water table is the dominant controlling processes; however, during low water table
conditions the simulation employing evaporation shows a better agreement, indicating
evaporation processes still exert a minor influence. Furthermore, it is evident that the
groundwater table is the dominant control on surface moisture content at the other lines
(Figure 7.3). Simulations utilizing evaporation do not substantially modify the predicted surface
moisture contents (the simulations with and without evaporation overlap and cannot be
distinguished on Figure 7.3).
Spatial variation in the relative influence of evaporation versus groundwater on surface
moisture can be further clarified by examining the influence of evaporation on the moisture
retention curves (Figure 7.4). It is clear that evaporation process exerts an influence only when
pressure head values are large. The critical pressure head values (above which evaporation
begins to impose influences) are about 100 cm during a drying sequence and 90 cm during a
wetting sequence, which equates to surface moisture content of approximately 3% moisture by
volume in both cases. When the pressure head is below these thresholds, the effect
evaporation is overwhelmed by that of groundwater. This finding agrees with the results of Zhu
(2007), which reported that evaporation processes become significant at a pressure head of
approximately 90 cm, equating 4% surface moisture by volume.
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Figure 7.4: Simulated moisture retention curves with and without evaporation.

In the occasion of line L4, simulated surface moisture contents were controlled by
groundwater fluctuation, but modified somewhat by evaporation processes. The pressure head
values here ranged between 79 cm and 108 cm. Thus shifting back and forth across the
threshold so that evaporation played a periodic role. At lines L1-L3, all pressure head values
exceeded 105cm and evaporation processes therefore controlled surface moisture contents.
Pressure head values at lines L5-L12 ranged between 0 cm and 85 cm, thus evaporation
processes had no influence on surface moisture content.
A quantitative assessment of the simulation fit is given in Table 7.1, which provides the
absolute standard error in simulated volumetric moisture content for each line as well as an
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Table 7.1: Absolute standard error in simulated volumetric moisture content for each line as
well as indexed standard error normalized with the median moisture content of each line.
Measurement Lines
L12

L11

L10

L9

L8

L7

L6

L5

L4

L3

L2

L1

Standard Error

3.52

3.44

3.35

2.58

2.67

1.93

1.54

0.95

0.51

0.19

0.15

0.16

Indexed
Standard Error

0.08

0.08

0.08

0.10

0.13

0.16

0.15

0.18

0.19

0.21

0.19

0.20

indexed standard error normalized to the median moisture content at that line. The absolute
error depicts a substantial decrease in the magnitude of error moving landward from the fore
beach (3.52% moisture at L12 to 0.16% moisture at L1). This suggests a significant increase in
the accuracy of the model to predict surface moisture content moving landward from the wet
fore beach to the drier back beach. However, the indexed error values reveal that the
magnitude of error is actually reversed. Across the wet fore beach (L12-L10) the magnitude of
error is around 8% (of the median moisture value) and increases to around 20% across the dry
back beach (L1-L3). This signifies that the model is more accurate at simulating beach surface
moisture under wetter surface conditions. Either approach at assessing the fit of the model is
appropriate as they are different ways of considering the same phenomenon. The significance
depends on the application/interpretation of interest; the absolute amount of error or the
performance of the model under various moisture conditions.
In general, the simulations shown in Figure 7.3 replicate the temporal and spatial
variability in surface moisture quite well. However there are some systematic discrepancies
worth consideration. At the seaward lines across the fore beach (L12-L10), simulated moisture
content matches the measured volume well during high water table conditions, but significantly
underpredicts surface moisture contents during lower water table conditions. This outcome is
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likely a result from the lack of consideration of swash effects in the modeling approach.
Throughout the study period the fore beach was regularly inundated with swash effects even
during lower tide conditions. Since the model does not incorporate this additional moisture
input, simulated moisture contents were lower than measured surface moisture values.
Across the seaward section of the middle beach (L8 and L9), above the head of the
swash, the simulated moisture closely approximates the diurnal fluctuation range associated
with each of the four tidal regimes. However, at these lines the model consistently predicts
slightly smaller values during the drying sequences. In effect the model is predicting that after a
high water level in which the soil layer approaches saturation the soil pores will immediately
drain with the transition to a falling water table sequence. A similar situation was encountered
in Chapter 2, which reported a similar shortcoming under controlled laboratory conditions.
These findings suggest that the HYDRUS hysteresis model is not able to fully capture the Haines
Jump hysteresis effects (Haines, 1930) that occur in this zone during the soil drying process.

7.5 Conclusions
Overall, the model simulations successfully captured the dynamics of field-measured
surface moisture variations both in the magnitude range and temporally over the diurnal
fluctuation cycle. Results illustrate that the inclusion of evaporation processes into the model
greatly increases the accuracy of simulated surface moisture contents across the back beach
where the water table is relatively deep (>100 cm). Across the middle beach and fore beach
where water table depths are less than 100 cm below the surface, evaporation processes did
not have any significant influence on the surface moisture content signal. The model
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simulations with and without evaporation overlapped and could not be distinguished. This
result indicates that water table oscillations controlled the high degree of variability in moisture
content across these portions of the beach surface. Additionally, swash effects had a significant
influence on surface moisture content across the fore beach. Throughout the study period the
fore beach was regularly inundated with swash effects; however, the model does not
incorporate this additional moisture input. Accordingly, simulated moisture content
significantly underpredicted measured surface moisture contents from lines L12-L10,
particularly during low water conditions. These findings correspond well with those from
Chapter 6.
Overall, the results of this study indicate that hysteretic modeling of groundwater and
evaporation processes provides a reasonably accurate and thorough representation of the
evolution of beach surface moisture and thus can be used as a sufficient approach to model the
spatial and temporal variability of beach surface moisture content.
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Chapter 8 -- Conclusion
8.1 Summary of Study
The goal of this dissertation was to improve understanding of the spatial and temporal
dynamics of beach surface moisture content. The study consisted of a suite of laboratory and
field experiments that documented and analyzed the role of the key input parameters
(groundwater table fluctuations, capillary actions (i.e., moisture retention, hysteresis, and
hydraulic conductivity), evaporation-condensation, and sediment size) on beach surface
moisture content. These parameters were investigated because they are the critical
components of the beach hydrological system, and uncertainty regarding them significantly
limits our understanding of beach surface moisture dynamics.
Chapters 2-4 reported on a set of laboratory experiments designed to improve our
understanding of capillary processes to governing beach surface moisture. Chapter 2 dealt with
identification and modeling of hysteresis and transient time lags in capillary water flow.
Previous studies in beach surface moisture dynamics tended to disregard the hysteretic and
transient nature of capillary water flow processes; however, the results presented here
demonstrated that the spatial and temporal dynamics of beach moisture are heavily influenced
by both of these processes. Hysteresis had a more pronounced effect on surface moisture
dynamics at shallower water table depths, which is representative of conditions on the fore
beach and seaward portions of the middle beach. It was found that surface moisture contents
at these water table depths remained steady for a substantial period of time following the
transition between a rising and falling water table. However, with greater water table depths
(i.e., at the landward portion of the middle beach and back beach areas), moisture dynamics
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were profoundly influenced by the transient nature of capillary water flow. The surface
moisture contents experienced substantial time lags between water table oscillations and
moisture content response, and the time lag was found to increase with increasing elevation of
the surface relative to the water table.
Chapter 3 sought to address methodological concerns and validate the utilization of
moisture contents at elevations below the true surface as proxy surfaces to represent surface
level moisture dynamics closer to the water table. Theoretical analysis suggested that once the
moisture retention profile has been established for a given soil, the soil column can be
truncated at any pressure head (i.e., height above the water table), and the moisture content
values at that elevation would be as indicated by the profile. Results from the laboratory study
revealed strong agreement between the proxy and true surface elevations, in terms of both the
moisture content range and the symmetry of the moisture content traces. Thus, the findings
presented in the chapter demonstrated that the use of proxy surfaces to represent true surface
moisture content dynamics at comparable elevations above the water table is reasonable and
appropriate.
Chapter 4 focused on documenting the influence of grain size on regulating the capillary
processes of a soil column, and how that influence subsequently affected beach surface
moisture. Results showed that under the same hydrological forcing conditions, the two grain
sizes studied produced marked differences in capillary processes within the sediment column,
and these variations led to distinct differences in the spatial and temporal dynamics of surface
moisture content. Spatially, an increase in grain size results in a reduction of the extent of the
wet and variable moisture zones, as they would shift toward the swash zone. This produces a
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corresponding increase in the spatial extent of the dry zone, which would ultimately result in a
marked expansion of the region in which aeolian processes are most effective. Temporally, a
specific capillary process, depending upon the depth of the water table, significantly dictated
the surface moisture content signals. At the shallow depths, hysteresis exerted a more
pronounced control on the moisture content signal for both grain sizes. However, the
magnitude of hysteresis response varied between the grain sizes depending upon the cyclical
location of the water table. For the medium sand the hysteresis effect was more pronounced
after low water table conditions compared to after high water table conditions for the fine
sand. At the higher water table depths hydraulic conductivity was the dominant factor
controlling the moisture content signals for both grain sizes. However, the medium sand
demonstrated considerable increases in time lag values compared to the fine-grain sand, which
increased with increasing depth.
Chapter 5 examined the role of evaporation and condensation on beach surface
moisture content. It primarily focused on improving understanding of evaporation processes
with depth over time. Results indicated that the evaporation dynamics of a saturated beach
surface differ dramatically from those of a free water surface. Initially, evaporation of moisture
from the sand surface occurs almost entirely in the upper most layer (top 1 cm) at a rate that
approximates the potential evaporation rate from a free water surface (22.4 mm/day at the
upper surface layer vs. 23.4 mm/day for the potential evaporation rate). However, the upper
layer is only able to maintain this level of evaporation for a few hours. The initial rapid
evaporation rate causes a significant drop in the moisture content of the upper layer, which
results in a significant decrease in evaporation rates. After this time period the rate of
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evaporation at the upper layer stabilizes and remains approximately constant at a rate of 0.02
mm/day. Below the upper surface layer (depth of 1 to 6 cm) virtually no evaporation of
moisture occurs during the initial few hours, as the evaporation rate is 0.3 mm/day. After these
initial few hours, however, the lower layer becomes the dominant source of moisture for
evaporation, as the evaporation rate jumps to 3.5 mm/day. Capillary forces draw moisture from
this layer to replenish the water evaporating in the upper layer, which maintains the constant
moisture level there. Evaporation rates fall much more slowly from this point on.
Evaluation of the dry sand trays found that the evaporation rates between the upper
and lower sand surface layers to be nearly identical, fluctuating over a range of about 0.32
mm/day. Both the upper and lower sand layers exhibited a small yet measureable diurnal cycle
of evaporation and condensation with the peak evaporation rate at 0.27 mm/day on average
and a low rate of -0.15 mm/day on average. Analysis determined that these diurnal fluctuations
in moisture contents correlated with the cyclic change in soil surface temperature, illustrating
that moisture content decreased with increasing soil temperature. Additionally, peak
evaporation generally transpired during the early morning hours just after sunrise. This finding
agrees with the literature where it has been suggested that the rapidly increasing temperature
gradient between the soil and air temperatures during the early morning, results in the high
evaporation rates during this time period (Hellwig, 1973, 1978).
Chapters 6 and 7 focused on documenting, analyzing, and modeling the spatial and
temporal surface moisture patterns of an actual beach environment. Field measurements of
surface moisture content, presented in Chapter 6, show that the beach surface is characterized
by three moisture-content zones: a consistently dry (moisture content <2%) back beach
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extending about 20 m from the dune toe, a variable content zone (moisture contents ranged
from <5% up to saturation at 45%) across the middle beach extending seaward from the dry
zone about 20 m to the berm crest, and finally a persistently wet fore beach zone, in which
moisture content consistently remained near saturation. Spatially, the position of these zones is
controlled by the depth and fluctuation magnitude of the water table. The basic pattern that
emerges is a cross-shore gradient with beach surface moisture contents decreasing in the
landward direction as the depth of the water table increases and the amplitude of water table
fluctuation decreases. Temporally, moisture contents varied over both short-term (daily) and
long-term (multi-day) sequences. Over the short-term, surface moisture content dynamics
display well-defined diurnal cyclic fluctuations. However, the fundamental parameter
controlling these fluctuations varied spatially. Results showed that diurnal fluctuations in the
groundwater table played a significant role in influencing surface moisture across the wet and
variable-content zones, whereas evaporation and condensation processes were the dominant
factors in the dry zone. Over the longer term, variations in the lunar spring/neap tidal range
produced distinct changes in the range of moisture contents, as it regulated the amplitude of
the beach groundwater table over multi-day time scales.
Finally, Chapter 7 demonstrated that a hysteresis based modeling approach provides a
quite accurate and thorough representation of field-measured beach surface moisture
dynamics. Simulations of surface moisture contents revealed that the inclusion of evaporation
only influences predicted surface moisture contents across the dry back beach. The simulations
not employing evaporation depart radically from the measured surface moisture contents,
whereas the inclusion of evaporation greatly increases the accuracy of model. Simulations of
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surface moisture across the wet fore beach and moisture variable middle beach, on the other
hand, are virtually unchanged by the inclusion of evaporation. This finding confirms the results
of Chapter 6, which suggested that evaporation and condensation processes are the dominant
control across the dry back beach.
The work presented in this dissertation provides significant advances in the study of
beach surface moisture. It represents perhaps the most comprehensive attempt that has been
made to date to document and explain intermediate-scale variability in surface moisture
content in light of the micro-scale processes that drive the system. The study provides a
significant advancement in both our theoretical understanding of beach hydrology and our
predictive capabilities for spatial and temporal surface moisture modeling.

8.2 Future Work
This study has succeeded in documenting and modeling the dynamics of beach surface
moisture and results represent a significant improvement on previous capabilities in this area.
However, it is worthwhile to consider the limitations of this study and recognize areas where
additional future work could further advance our understanding of beach surface moisture
dynamics. The predominant impediments that necessitate future work within this study include
additional analysis of collected data as well as new inquiries that require further experiments.

8.2.1 Additional Analysis
1) Further insight into the dynamics of the surface moisture/water table relationship
could be derived from an analysis of the full data set collected within the laboratory
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experiments. Moisture contents were recorded across the full soil column for each of the water
table oscillation ranges; however, only specific data were pulled from this larger dataset in
order to focus the analysis on replicating the surface moisture/water table relationships found
across northern Gulf of Mexico beaches (Zhu, 2007; Namikas et al., 2010). Re-analyzing the full
dataset will provide a more comprehensive analysis of beach surface moisture under a larger
variety groundwater fluctuation ranges.

8.2.2 New Inquiries
1) It would be desirable to have moisture profile measurements from the water table to
the beach surface to confirm the moisture retention profile. This was attempted unsuccessfully,
as a series of moisture probes deployed within the sand column did not work properly. The
moisture retention profile of the sand column was determined according to measured surface
moisture and pressure head data. Although this method proved more than adequate to
conduct the analyses, a more detailed record of the vertical moisture profile of the sand
column would have provided full verification of the moisture retention profile, which is a
fundamental component of the surface moisture model.
2) Further analysis of evaporation dynamics at more defined depth increments (i.e., 0 to
0.5 cm, 0.5 to 1 cm, 1 to 1.5 cm, etc.) would provide a deeper understanding of evaporation
dynamics at depth. Only two depth layers were utilized within this study, 0 to 1 cm and 1 to 6
cm. Consequently, the progression of the ‘Evaporative Transformation Layer’ (ETL) with depth
through the beach surface is not understood fully, as the 1 to 6 cm sand layer encompasses a
total of 5 cm. To date, a set of laboratory and field experiments monitoring the evaporation
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dynamics of a sand surface at these depth increments has been conducted. However, analysis
of these data has yet to be completed and thus was not included within this study.
3) It would be desirable to have smaller time increments between evaporation
measurements than the three- to four-hour increments recorded within this study. Increments
of half hour (30 min) time scales, particularly over the first 12 hours, would significantly
improve our understanding of evaporation dynamics. This would provide a more detailed
record of the sediment surface as it transitions through the evaporation stages with time. The
same set of laboratory and field experiments mentioned directly above has sought to
accomplish this. Again however, analysis of this data has yet to be completed and thus was not
included within this study.
4) Further insight into interrelationship between groundwater fluctuation and
evaporation-condensation cycle on beach surface moisture is warranted. Depending upon the
period difference between the two cycles, the relative strength of each process on surface
moisture content could either enhance or isolate their influence. Results from this study
revealed that the two processes primarily acted in opposition. Therefore, our understanding of
the role of these processes on surface moisture content is incomplete. More field experiments
are needed in order to fully evaluate the relationship between groundwater and evaporationcondensation on beach surface moisture. Conducting the field experiment during a time period
in which there will be nightly high tides and daily low tides would be ideal.
5) The documentation of surface moisture contents over a broader range of grain size
and hydrological conditions would significantly improve our understanding of the spatial and
temporal variability in beach surface moisture generated by these processes. Chapter 4 began
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the process of accomplishing this goal though a set of laboratory experiments; however, a more
extensive analysis of surface moisture dynamics needs to be conducted on natural beaches
systems.
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